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Abstract

D3-brane probes of E-type Yukawa points lead to strongly coupled nearly conformal
sectors nearby the Standard Model (visible sector) which are motivated by F-theory GUTs.
Realistic visible sector brane configurations induce a seesaw mass hierarchy in the hidden
sector with light GUT singlets charged under a strongly coupled hidden sector U(1). Inter-
preting these GUT singlets as dark matter, this leads to a matter genesis scenario where
the freeze out and subsequent decay of heavy mediators between the two sectors simultane-
ously populates comparable amounts of baryon and dark matter asymmetry. Generating a
net matter asymmetry requires a generational structure in the probe sector which is absent
at weak string coupling, but is automatically realized at strong string coupling via towers
of dyonic bound states corresponding to multi-prong string junctions. The hidden U(1)
couples to the visible sector through both electric and magnetic kinetic mixing terms, pro-
viding an efficient means to deplete the symmetric component of dark matter. The mass of
the dark matter is of order ∼ 10 GeV. The dark matter mass and the matter asymmetry
are both controlled by the scale of conformal symmetry breaking ∼ 109 − 1013 GeV, with
the precise relation between the two set by details of the visible sector brane configuration.
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1 Introduction

The asymmetry between matter and anti-matter is an outstanding unexplained feature in

the Standard Models of particle physics and cosmology. Though the ratio Y∆B of net baryon

number density to entropy density is exceedingly tiny [1]:

Y∆B ≡ (nB − nB)

s
∼ 10−10, (1.1)

it is well known that effects purely within the Standard Model are too small to explain this

value. Perhaps even more curious, baryonic matter forms only a small component of the

total matter density inside the Universe. Specifically, the ratio of dark matter to visible

matter relic abundances is roughly [1]:

ΩDM

Ω∆B

∼ 5 . (1.2)

The origin of dark matter is shrouded in even more mystery. In principle, it could be that

the origin of visible and dark matter have different origins. However, the relative proximity

of these relic abundances naturally suggests a single origin for both species. This is quite

an attractive theoretical solution, and has been discussed from various viewpoints in for

example [2–18].

Such clues are also of vital importance for potential ultraviolet (UV) completions of

the Standard Model at higher energy scales. Indeed, various proposals for generating an

appropriate baryon asymmetry such as leptogenesis [19] (see [20] for a review) and Grand

Unified Theory (GUT) baryogenesis (see [21] for a concise overview) provide a potential

window into high-energy scale physics. Given the proximity of the GUT scale to the string

scale, this naturally motivates the search for potential string based mechanisms which can

explain such phenomena.

In this work, we propose a stringy mechanism that can explain the origin of visible

and dark matter with correlated relic abundances. Our setup is as follows. We assume the

Standard Model is given by a configuration of intersecting seven-branes via F-theory [22–25]

(see [26,27] for reviews). The local intersections consist of a stack of seven-branes 7vis where

the “visible sector” e.g. Standard Model gauge group localizes, as well as an extra flavor

seven-brane(s) which we denote by 7hid. Matter is localized at the intersections of these

seven-branes, and Yukawa interactions localize at the points of triple intersections between

seven-branes.1 Our focus will be on the particle physics content of the theory, and so we

shall neglect issues related to gravity, such as moduli stabilization. This approximation is

1Let us note that for the purposes of this paper, we only require the rather mild condition that in the
limit where all seven-branes are non-compact, such a 7hid-brane exists.
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justified in the context of local model building [22–25, 28–32].

Probe D3-branes constitute another well-motivated sector because they are locally at-

tracted to E-type Yukawa points [33] (see also [34, 35]). In many cases of interest, these

probe sectors realize a strongly coupled non-Lagrangian N = 1 superconformal field theory

(SCFT) [33,36,37]. The perturbative string spectrum consists of 3−3, 3−7vis and 3−7hid
string states. At strong string coupling, there are also additional (p, q) string states and

multi-prong junctions of comparable mass. In our foregoing considerations, these states

and junctions will be playing an essential and indispensible role.

As in [33, 36], the probe sector is specified at a UV cutoff scale M∗ ∼ 1017 GeV by an

operator deformation of a strongly coupled N = 2 theory with E8 flavor symmetry [38,39].

The value ofM∗ defines the scale of tilting for the intersecting seven-brane configuration and

is related to the string length scale ℓs and string coupling constant gs by M8
∗ = ℓ−8

s /gs [24].

At the GUT scale MGUT , the visible sector fields become four-dimensional, and there is a

further N = 1 deformation induced through the coupling of these four-dimensional modes

to the probe. Quite remarkably, this further deformation leads to another IR fixed point in

which the scaling dimensions of the Standard Model fields shift only a small amount [37].

Since the probe sector contains states charged under SU(5)GUT , they must have a mass

of at least ∼ 500 GeV to have evaded detection so far. We find that that there are vacua

where the D3-brane is stabilized close to, but not directly on top of the 7vis-brane. This

separation from the E-point of the geometry introduces a SCFT breaking scale M
✘
✘✘CFT

below the scale MGUT , which is roughly the characteristic mass for the 3−7vis states of the

spectrum:

Mmed ∼ M
✘
✘✘CFT . (1.3)

As the notation suggests, the 3 − 7vis strings serve as mediators between the visible and

hidden sector. Below the scale of CFT breaking, the probe sector appears as a strongly

coupled U(1)D3 gauge theory.

By analyzing the holomorphic geometry of the brane configuration, we show that the

characteristic mass scale of the 3 − 7hid GUT singlets is set by the monodromic seesaw

relation:

Mhid ∼ M
✘
✘✘CFT ·

(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

M∗

)α

, (1.4)

where α ∼ O(1) is a parameter set by the details of seven-brane monodromy [40–43]. In

weakly coupled models, we have α = 1, 2, 3, though there can be D-term contributions

as well. Typically, there is only a small shift in the scaling dimensions of the operators

associated with such states, so we expect such shifts from D-term effects to be small. This

leads to highly suppressed masses for the light 3− 7hid states.

This hierarchy of scales between 3−7vis and 3−7hid strings sets up a natural scenario for

matter genesis based on the dynamics of the probe D3-brane. The basic idea is that when
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Figure 1: Decay of a heavy 3 − 7vis state connected between the probe D3-brane and the
7vis-brane. In order for Chan-Paton color flow to be conserved, this state decays into a
Standard Model state 7vis − 7hid string, and a 3 − 7hid string which is a Standard Model
singlet. The left column shows a depiction of the decay of a 3−7vis string into one (top) and
two (bottom) Standard Model states. In the right column the strong coupling analogue of
these decays is indicated. At strong coupling there are additional spectator 3− 7hid states
which dress the decay of the 3− 7vis string.
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a heavy 3−7vis string decays, its end products will involve a 7vis−7hid string and a 3−7hid
string. The former corresponds to a Standard Model particle, while the latter corresponds

to a much lighter GUT singlet, which constitutes the dark matter of the model.2 At a

qualitative level, these considerations apply equally well whether we are at strong coupling,

as in F-theory GUTs, or simply in perturbative IIB string theory. See figure 1 for a depiction

of such decays at weak and strong coupling of the probe D3-brane.

To generate an appropriate baryon asymmetry, a matter genesis scenario must satisfy

the Sakharov conditions [45]:

• Departure from thermal equilibrium

• Baryon number violation

• C and CP violation

In the probe sector, these conditions are satisfied as follows. After the end of inflation

at a temperature TRH , the Universe begins to cool. Eventually, it cools below the mass of

the 3 − 7vis strings and their anti-particle counterparts, at which point these states freeze

out from the thermal bath. This leads to a departure from thermal equilibrium.

At strong coupling, there are multiple decay channels of the 3 − 7vis states to visible

sector states. Conservation of the SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y and U(1)D3 quantum numbers

implies that the 3 − 7vis strings always decay simultaneously to Standard Model states

(7vis − 7hid strings) and hidden sector states (3 − 7hid strings). Moreover, conservation of

the 7hid-brane quantum number correlates the effective baryon charge violation created in

the visible and hidden sectors. Because the probe is at strong coupling, such decays will

be dressed by additional spectator 3 − 7hid strings. Decay processes which violate baryon

number correspond to those channels where two or more Standard Model states are present

in the final state. Examples of such baryon number violating interactions include SU(5)GUT

invariant operators 5×10×10 and 5×5×10 as well as many higher order processes which

are generically present at strong coupling. Here, at least two of the states correspond to

Standard Model states, and at least one involves the 3− 7vis states.

By appealing to various toy models as well as a gauge invariant operator analysis, we

find that the decay rate for 3− 7vis strings is then given by:

ΓD ∼ |ǫ|2 ·M
✘
✘✘CFT (1.5)

2Let us note that in earlier work on F-theory GUTs such as [44], it was found that for an appropriate
range of parameters, leptogenesis could potentially generate a viable amount of matter asymmetry, and that
10− 100 MeV mass gravitinos could provide a dominant component of the dark matter. This is certainly a
possibility, but it requires two separate physical mechanisms to generate the visible and hidden sector relic
abundance.
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with ǫ a number less than one, so that the decay is slow compared to the time scale 1/M
✘
✘✘CFT .

It turns out

ǫ ∼
(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

MGUT

)ν

, (1.6)

where ν is an order one number typically less than one, which is determined by the scaling

dimensions of operators in the approximately conformal sector.

Generating a net C and CP violation requires two or more independent decay processes,

leading to nontrivial interference among them. In weakly coupled IIB string theory, we

find that the tree level and loop level interaction terms carry an overall common complex

phase, which at first loop order in perturbation theory leads to identical decay rates for a

particle and the CP conjugate decay process. In field theory language, this is due to the

fact that there is only a single generation of modes in the hidden sector which participate

in such processes. The existence of a single generation is basically due to the fact that, at

weak string coupling, only a single type of string (the fundamental string) participates in

the field theory.

At strong coupling, however, the decay of heavy 3 − 7vis strings generically violates C

and CP. This is basically due to the existence of an entire tower of states, all of which now

contribute in the strongly coupled analogue of “loop order processes”. We motivate from

purely field theoretic as well as from string based descriptions the existence of the required

C and CP violating decays, which in turn generate a net baryon asymmetry.

Kinetic mixing between the U(1) gauge bosons of the visible and hidden sectors allows

the two sectors to remain in thermal contact. As the Universe cools below the mass scale

of the dark matter, kinetic mixing between the visible and hidden sectors depletes the

symmetric component of the dark matter, leaving only the net matter asymmetry. 3 This

leaves us with a correlated matter asymmetry in the visible and hidden sectors.

Generating an appropriate relic abundance ratio as in (1.2) then fixes the mass of the

dark matter to be on the order of mDM ∼ 10 GeV, similar to most asymmetric dark matter

models. Rather than converting the relic abundance from the visible to hidden sector, or

the other way around, here, the relic abundances are generated simultaneously. It therefore

has some (mild) qualitative overlap with recent discussions in [18, 46, 47].

In order to match to observation, it is also necessary for the proposed mechanism to

generate the correct amount of baryon asymmetry. Computing the yield of dark matter

and visible matter, we find:

YDM ∼ Y∆B ∼ Dnet ·
geff,med

g∗(M✘
✘✘CFT )

·
(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

MGUT

)2ν

. (1.7)

3See for example [46] for related discussions of kinetic mixing as a mechanism to deplete the symmetric
component of dark matter in an asymmetric dark matter scenario.
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Here, geff,med ∼ 1 − 10 is the effective number of mediator states which freeze out and

decay (counted as GUT multiplets), g∗(M✘
✘✘CFT ) ∼ 103 is the number of “free field” degrees

of freedom of the probe/MSSM system, and 0 < Dnet ≤ 1 takes into account possible

dilution from late entropy production, as well as thermal washout effects. Typically, we

find there is little washout due to the slow decay rate of the 3−7vis strings. By adjusting the

various parameters of the scenario, the model can also overproduce a matter asymmetry,

which can then be diluted by a non-zero value of Dnet.

A highly non-trivial feature of this scenario is that the mass of the dark matter, the

required relic abundance, and the absence of thermal washout effects can all be satisfied

for an appropriate n and M
✘
✘✘CFT ∼ 109 − 1013 GeV with dynamically determined ν ∼ O(1)

typically somewhat less than one. The precise value of these parameters depends on various

non-holomorphic data, which in turn will affect the exact spectrum and mass scale. The

basic point, however, is that various a priori independent considerations are simultaneously

satisfied for a natural range of parameters for the probe D3-brane.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review the main

elements of F-theory GUTs and D3-brane probe theories. In section 3, we estimate the

mass scales of the probe sector when the D3-brane is displaced from the Yukawa point. We

next study in section 4 the decay of heavy 3− 7vis states as a mechanism for generating a

baryon asymmetry. Putting these elements together, in section 5 we discuss the cosmolog-

ical timeline for this scenario, and show that for parameter ranges natural for the probe,

we obtain the correct baryon asymmetry, dark matter asymmetry and dark matter mass.

Section 6 contains our conclusions and potential directions for future investigation. Related

material is discussed in the Appendices.

2 Basic Setup

In this section, we review some basic features of F-theory GUTs, and in particular the

motivation for considering probe D3-branes in this setup. After this, we discuss some

additional aspects of such probe sectors studied in [33, 36, 37].

Our starting point is compactifications of F-theory to four dimensions. F-theory can

be viewed as a strongly coupled variant of IIB string theory in which the axio-dilaton

τ ≡ (C0+i/gs) is allowed to have non-trivial profile on the internal directions, and moreover,

can be order one. In order to preserve N = 1 supersymmetry in four dimensions, we

consider F-theory compactified on an elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau fourfold X4 fibered

over a threefold base B3. Working in a local patch of B3, we can introduce three local

coordinates z1, z2 and z3. In Weierstrass form, the elliptic curve is locally given by

y2 = x3 + f(z1, z2, z3)x+ g(z1, z2, z3). (2.1)
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The modulus τ(z1, z2, z3) is set by the coefficient functions f, g according to the relation:

j(τ) =
4 (24f)3

4f 3 + 27g2
, (2.2)

where j(τ) is the modular invariant j-function. The locations of seven-branes in the base

B3 are given by the zeroes of the discriminant of the cubic equation for x:

4f 3 + 27g2 = 0. (2.3)

Physics near such singularities is dictated by the local behavior of eight-dimensional super

Yang-Mills theory, with the specifics of the intersection dictated by the choice of symmetry

breaking pattern of this theory [22, 23, 43, 48].

In F-theory GUTs, the basic idea is to realize an eight-dimensional GUT on the world-

volume of a seven-brane. We choose the local coordinates (z1, z2) to locally parametrize

the worldvolume of the GUT brane, and z ≡ z3 to parametrize the normal direction to

this hypersurface. For concreteness, we shall take the GUT group to be SU(5)GUT . Matter

fields such as the 5 and 10 of an F-theory GUT are then realized at the intersection of

the GUT seven-brane with additional branes, which we generically refer to as 7hid-branes.

Yukawa couplings are localized at points of the geometry, and are computed in terms of the

triple overlap of wavefunctions in the geometry.

The local intersections and interactions can be modelled in terms of a parent eight-

dimensional E8 gauge theory [22,23,43,48]. The basic idea is that the z1 and z2 dependent

vacuum expectation value (vev) of a complex scalar field Φ taking values in the adjoint

representation of E8 dictates the local tilting of seven-branes in the geometry. In order to

realize an SU(5) F-theory GUT, we consider breaking patterns where Φ takes values in the

SU(5)⊥ subalgebra of SU(5)GUT × SU(5)⊥ ⊂ E8. All of the matter fields then descend

from the adjoint representation of E8 via the breaking pattern:

E8 ⊃ SU(5)GUT × SU(5)⊥

248 → (1, 24)⊕ (24, 1)⊕ (5, 10)⊕ (5, 10)⊕ (10, 5)⊕ (10, 5). (2.4)

As a point of terminology, we refer to states charged under just SU(5)GUT as 7vis − 7vis
strings, those charged under just SU(5)⊥ as 7hid − 7hid strings, and states charged under

both factors as 7vis−7hid strings. To a certain extent, this terminology is imprecise because

the actual states also involve non-perturbative (p, q) strings and their junctions. These

extra states are important for our considerations, so we shall later make this more precise.

One of the important characteristic features of an F-theory GUT is that the geometric

data of the visible sector is determined by the local behavior of the parent eight-dimensional

E8 gauge theory. A remarkable feature of this sort of scenario is that it is flexible enough
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to accommodate all of the interaction terms for a viable visible sector [41, 49]. However,

embedding in E8 also imposes some rigid constraints. In particular, the condition that all

matter and interactions descends from the adjoint of E8 is quite stringent.

2.1 Probing the Standard Model with a D3-Brane

In [33] it was noted that there is another natural source of interactions originating from

D3-branes, rather than seven-branes. Indeed, in the context of the flavor physics scenario

considered in [41,50], the requisite fluxes which induce flavor hierarchies in the seven-brane

superpotential also induce a superpotential for D3-branes which tends to attract D3-branes

to the Yukawa points of an F-theory GUT. Furthermore, such D3-branes are naturally a

part of the compactification due to the tadpole constraint in global models:

ND3 =

∫

B

HNS ∧HRR +
1

24
χE(CY4), (2.5)

where χE(CY4) is the Euler character of the Calabi-Yau fourfold and HNS, HRR are the NS

and RR 3-form fluxes, and ND3 is the number of D3-branes.

The dynamics of such probe D3-branes have been studied in [33, 36, 43]. There, it was

found that the D3-brane coupling to the configuration of intersecting seven-brane provides

a novel way to extend the Standard Model at higher energy scales by coupling it to a

strongly coupled superconformal field theory.

Taking the location of the Yukawa point to be zi = 0, when the D3-brane is located at

|zi| ≫ M∗, the worldvolume dynamics is given by a U(1) gauge theory with holomorphic

coupling τD3 = τIIB. As the D3-brane moves close to a seven-brane, additional strings and

their junctions stretched between the seven-branes and the D3-brane become light, and can

potentially give rise to a non-trivial interacting SCFT. For example, the D3-brane probe

of an E8 seven-brane realizes the N = 2 Minahan-Nemeschansky theory with E8 flavor

symmetry [38, 39].

The D3-brane probes of N = 1 seven-branes are all defined in terms of N = 1 deforma-

tions of N = 2 probe theories. In turn, the N = 2 theories are associated with a stack of

parallel seven-branes with gauge group G. This gauge group becomes the flavor symmetry

of the D3-brane theory. The operator content of the N = 2 theory includes operators Z, Z1

and Z2 parameterizing the motion of the D3-brane away from the seven-brane, with Z1⊕Z2

a decoupled hypermultiplet. In addition, there are dimension-two operators O in the ad-

joint representation of G which parameterize the Higgs branch of the theory. A remarkable

feature of such probe theories is that the N = 2 Seiberg-Witten curve is identical to the

F-theory geometry of the compactification. The N = 2 curve also serves to characterize

the possible holomorphic mass deformations of the probe theory.

9



X4 B3

B3

D3
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7hid

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Setup of F-theory GUTs. (a) In F-theory compactified to four dimensions with
N = 1 supersymmetry, the six internal directions and the profile of the axio-dilaton are
combined into an elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau fourfold X4 with threefold base B3. (b)
Various seven-branes are located at hypersurfaces where the torus degenerates. One stack
gives the Standard Model gauge group, while the other stack corresponds to a flavor seven-
brane. Intersections of matter seven-branes define Yukawa couplings and E-points. Also
depicted is a D3-brane on the Coulomb branch of its moduli space.

The N = 1 theories are then defined at the scale of seven-brane tilting M∗ via the

deformations:

δWtilt = TrE8
(Φ(Z1, Z2) · O), (2.6)

where Φ(Z1, Z2) is a field-dependent mass deformation which dictates the tilting of the in-

tersecting seven-brane configuration [33]. In phenomenological applications, Φ takes values

in the SU(5)⊥ factor of SU(5)GUT × SU(5)⊥ ⊂ E8. Realistic tilting configurations require

Φ(0, 0) nilpotent but non-zero, realizing a T-brane configuration [43]. Other breaking pat-

terns involving E6 and E7 are possible, but for simplicity we shall focus on the case of E8

breaking, as this choice also leads to attractive phenomenology for the visible sector [41,49].

An important feature of the tilting of the seven-brane configuration is the notion of

“seven-brane monodromy” [41, 43, 51]. This is partially dictated by how Φ(0, 0) splits up

into a direct sum of nilpotent Jordan blocks. The infrared (IR) behavior of the probe theory

is mainly determined by the choice of Φ(0, 0) [36].

Evidence for additional strongly coupled N = 1 fixed points was given in [36]. An

interesting feature of such theories is that the holomorphic mass deformations of the N =

1 theory are still captured by the F-theory geometry. In particular, there is an overall
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homogeneity constraint which must be satisfied by such deformations.

In a physically realistic setting, we must compactify the GUT seven-brane. This can be

characterized in terms of an N = 1 deformation which is added at the GUT scale:

δWSM⊗D3 = ΨSM
R · OR. (2.7)

The state ΨSM
R is associated with a dynamical field of the Standard Model in a represen-

tation R of SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y ⊂ SU(5)GUT .
4 Here, the operator OR is given by

decomposing the original dimension-two operators in the adjoint of E8 of the N = 2 probe

theory into representations of SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y which can pair with Standard

Model states. A non-trivial consequence of correlating the choice of seven-brane tilting in

the visible sector with the particular operator deformation is that the scaling dimensions

of the Standard Model fields typically remain quite close to their free field values in most

examples [37].

In other words, the probe defines a small perturbation of the Standard Model. An

interesting feature of the scaling dimension of such operators is that it depends on the

choice of the monodromy in Φ and the associated SU(5)⊥ quantum numbers [36]. In this

paper, our main interest will be in the scaling dimensions of the operators OR and ΨSM
R for

R a representation of the Standard Model gauge group. The scaling dimension of the OR’s

is typically around 2, but it can be lower or higher depending on the SU(5)⊥ quantum

numbers. See Appendix A for further discussion of operator scaling dimensions in the

Φ-deformed probe theories.

In principle, there is an additional deformation of the N = 1 fixed point, which is the

flux superpotential Wflux which attracts the D3-brane to the Yukawa point. Generically,

the form of this superpotential deformation will be a power series in the Zi subject to the

condition that Wflux has a critical point at Zi = 0 [35]. The detailed form of Wflux is

actually fixed by considerations in the visible sector, and in particular, the requirement

that we realize an appropriate flavor hierarchy along the lines of [35,52]. One complication

is that the required form of this superpotential has not been determined in the case of the

most interest with seven-brane monodromy. In this paper we treat the form of Wflux as a

small perturbation to theN = 1 probe theory. This is technically natural sinceWflux breaks

additional symmetries of the probe theory [36]. See Appendix B for further discussion.

Let us now turn to the interactions between the probe sector and the Standard Model.

There are two basic ways that the probe sector interacts with the states of the Standard

4Note that R-parity of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) will automatically be
preserved by the interaction terms if we assume it descends from a Z2 subgroup of an abelian factor of
SU(5)⊥. In some scenarios such as the Majorana neutrino scenarios of [41] and [49], R-parity is instead
assumed to originate from an additional approximate geometric symmetry. In the present case, we assume
that a similar Z2 action also extends to the probe SCFT sector.
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Model. First, there are couplings between matter fields such as the F-term deformation

(2.7). There are additional couplings between the probe and Standard Model which we shall

estimate later in this paper. For appropriate T-brane configurations and in the absence of

SCFT breaking effects, some of such couplings are marginal in the infrared [37]. The

dominant coupling between the probe sector and the Standard Model is via those matter

fields which do not vanish at the Yukawa point. In the context of E8-point unification

scenarios such as [49], such matter fields primarily correspond to the Higgs fields and the

third generation of chiral superfields [33, 37]. Let us note that there will be additional

but small mixing with the first and second generations because the profiles of these wave

functions are not exactly zero at the Yukawa point.

The second main that the probe interacts with the Standard Model is via gauge in-

teractions. These include the obvious couplings based on the presence of operators of the

probe sector which are charged under the SU(5)GUT group. Such contributions will affect

the running of the Standard Model gauge couplings, though in a way which preserves one-

loop gauge coupling unification [33,37]. Additionally, there are kinetic mixing terms which

couple the abelian gauge field strength of the visible sector (e.g. U(1)Y ) with the U(1)D3 of

the hidden sector [53–66]. Given the gauge field strengths of the visible and hidden sectors

Fvis and Fhid, we have [33]:

Lmix ⊃ −1

4
F 2
vis −

1

4
F 2
hid +

θhidαhid

8π
FhidF̃hid +

κelec

2
FvisFhid +

κmag

2
FvisF̃hid (2.8)

This effective Lagrangian includes both electric and magnetic mixing terms. Let us note

that although some of these terms appear as total derivatives, the presence of FhidF̃hid and

related dualized terms cannot be neglected, because the probe D3-brane sector typically

contains electric and magnetic states and hence the gauge group is compact U(1) (see [67]

for an early discussion of the importance of such terms). The precise value of the mixing at

strong coupling depends on many details which we do not at present know how to compute.

However, a reasonable first estimate which we shall sometimes use is that the κmix couplings

are of order

κmag ∼
√
αvisαhid

4π
∼ 10−3 − 10−2. (2.9)

See Appendix C for further discussion of kinetic mixing at strong coupling.

2.2 Toy Model: Weakly Interacting D4 SCFT

Though our ultimate interest is in strongly interacting D3-branes probing an E-type Yukawa

point, the absence of a weakly coupled Lagrangian description significantly limits our ability

to study detailed properties of such theories. As a way to gain additional intuition into

such probe theories, it is useful to study a case which admits a weakly coupled Lagrangian
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description.

The main example of such a weakly coupled probe theory is a D3-brane probe of a seven-

brane with gauge group SO(8). This corresponds to a D3-brane probe of four D7-branes and

an O7-plane. The D3-brane probe theory is then an N = 2 superconformal gauge theory

with gauge group SU(2)D3 and four quark flavors. In terms of N = 1 supermultiplets,

the field content consists of a vector multiplet and a chiral multiplet ϕ in the adjoint

representation of the gauge group, and four chiral multiplets QI ⊕ Q̃I for I = 1, 2, 3, 4 in

doublets of SU(2)D3. In addition, there is a decoupled hypermultiplet Z1 ⊕ Z2. N = 2

supersymmetry uniquely fixes the superpotential:

W =
√
2

4∑

I=1

QIϕQ̃I . (2.10)

Restricting for the moment to the case with N = 2 supersymmetry, the moduli space

consists of two branches. The Coulomb branch is parameterized by

Z =
1

2
TrSU(2)D3

(
ϕ2
)
, (2.11)

which encodes motion of the D3-brane transverse to the seven-branes. It is manifestly a

singlet of SO(8). The origin Z = 0 defines the N = 2 SCFT with SO(8) symmetry. The

Higgs branch emanates from Z = 0, and is parametrized by quark bilinear operators:

O[IJ ] = Q[IQJ ], O[IJ] = Q̃[IQ̃J ], OIJ = QIQ̃J . (2.12)

We see that they transform in the adjoint representation of the SO(8) flavor symmetry.

From the perspective of the probe theory, tilting the configuration of seven-branes cor-

responds to a field dependent mass deformation of the form:

δWtilt = TrSO(8) (Φ(Z1, Z2) · O) , (2.13)

where Φ(Z1, Z2) is in the adjoint representation of SO(8).

Although the group SO(8) is too small to accommodate the actual Standard Model

gauge group or SU(5)GUT , we can consider decomposing

SO(8) ⊃ (SU(2)× U(1))vis × (SU(2)× U(1))hid (2.14)

and view (SU(2) × U(1))vis as a toy version of the “Standard Model” gauge group. With
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respect to this decomposition, the four chiral multiplets QI , Q̃I are decomposed to

(2±, 10)⊕ (2∓, 10) = Qmed
a ⊕ Q̃med

a (a = 1, 2),

(10, 2±)⊕ (10, 2∓) = Qhid
b ⊕ Q̃hid

b (b = 1, 2). (2.15)

These modes define a toy version of the “3−7vis” mediator strings and the “3−7hid” hidden

sector strings. They are indexed with a = 1, 2 under (SU(2)× U(1))vis and b = 1, 2 under

(SU(2)×U(1))hid, respectively. In all cases, they transform as doublets under the SU(2)D3

gauge group present at the origin of the Coulomb branch.

We also have various “Standard Model fields” which descend from the adjoint of SO(8):

SO(8) ⊃ (SU(2)× U(1))vis × (SU(2)× U(1))hid

28 → (30, 10)⊕ (10, 30)⊕ (10, 10)⊕ (10, 10)

⊕ (1−2, 10)⊕ (10, 12)⊕ (12, 10)⊕ (10, 1−2)

⊕ (2+1, 2+1)⊕ (2+1, 2−1)⊕ (2−1, 2+1)⊕ (2−1, 2−1). (2.16)

To mimic the Standard Model, we gauge the (SU(2) × U(1))vis factor, and assign our toy

Standard Model fields to the representations:

hu = (2+, 2+), hd = (2−, 2−)

qL = (2+, 2−), uc
L = (1−2, 10)

ℓL = (2−, 2+), ecL = (1+2, 10) (2.17)

and also replicate for multiple generations. In addition, the gauge fields of the toy Standard

Model transform in the representations (30, 10) plus (10, 10). Note that all mixed gauge and

gauge/gravity anomalies cancel for appropriate numbers of “generations”. We couple our

probe sector to the toy Standard Model sector via the fields hu and ℓ which transform in the

representations (2+, 2+) and (2−, 2+). Suppressing the gauge theoretic indices with respect

to both (SU(2)×U(1))vis and (SU(2)×U(1))hid, we can then write the interaction between

the probe and visible sector as:

WSM⊗D3 =
∑

i

λh
(i)h(i)Q̃

medQ̃hid +
∑

g

λℓ
(g)ℓ(g)Q

medQ̃hid, (2.18)

where the sums are over the “generations” of Higgs and lepton fields.
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2.3 Toy Models at Strong Coupling

In much of this paper our main focus will be on strongly coupled probes of E-points. In

contrast to the case of the D4 probe theory, here, we do not have a Lagrangian description.

Even listing the microscopic degrees of freedom is more challenging for theseN = 1 theories,

because they are defined in terms ofN = 1 deformations of strongly coupledN = 2 theories.

To make further progress, we shall therefore appeal to various toy models which appear to

capture the qualitative features of these theories.

As a starting point, we begin by discussing some additional qualitative features of the

N = 2 E8 Minahan-Nemeschansky theory. In this case, we can appeal to a picture of the

physical states in terms of (p, q) strings and their junctions, as well as the associated Seiberg-

Witten curve, which is the F-theory geometry probed by the D3-brane. First consider the

string junction picture. So long as we work at |z| ≫ M∗, we can reliably characterize

the spectrum of strings stretching from the D3-brane to the E-type seven-branes in terms

of networks of string junctions. The basic idea is that the various operators of the E8

N = 2 Minahan-Nemeschansky theory fill out representations of E8. This includes the

operators O in the adjoint of E8, as well as many additional operators in higher dimension

representations. For example, the 248 and the 3875 of E8 decompose into irreducible

representations of SU(5)GUT × SU(5)⊥ as [68]:

E8 ⊃ SU(5)GUT × SU(5)⊥ (2.19)

248 → (1, 24)⊕ (24, 1)⊕ (5, 10)⊕ (5, 10)⊕ (10, 5)⊕ (10, 5) (2.20)

3875 → (1, 1)⊕ (24, 24)⊕ (1, 24)⊕ (24, 1)⊕ (1, 75)⊕ (75, 1) (2.21)

⊕ (5, 10)⊕ (5, 10)⊕ (10, 5)⊕ (10, 5) (2.22)

⊕ (5, 15)⊕ (5, 15)⊕ (15, 5)⊕ (15, 5) (2.23)

⊕ (5, 40)⊕ (5, 40)⊕ (40, 5)⊕ (40, 5) (2.24)

⊕ (10, 45)⊕ (10, 45)⊕ (45, 10)⊕ (45, 10). (2.25)

These additional representations are realized in the probe sector as additional multi-prong

string junctions between the D3-brane and the E8 seven-brane. The precise correspondence

between string junctions and weights of E8 representations has been worked out in [69,

70]. The important point for us is that the decomposition of these higher dimensional E8

representations contains additional states with the same SU(5)GUT×SU(5)⊥ representation

content as descendants from the 248.

As we pass to smaller values of z, one can expect this qualitative picture to receive

various corrections, due to the breakdown of the classical string picture. Nevertheless, we

still expect some qualitative link with the string junction picture. Indeed, in the case of

N = 2 supersymmetric theories, we can use the Seiberg Witten curve to read off the BPS
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spectrum of particles on the Coulomb branch of the theory. Moreover, deformations of

this curve can be interpreted as deformations of the N = 2 theory of the form (in N = 1

language):

δL =

∫
d2θTrE8

(δm · O) (2.26)

for δm an element in the adjoint of E8. Periods of the Seiberg-Witten differential then

translate to masses of states which are electric, magnetic, or dyonic under the U(1) gauge

group factor. We can roughly view these as the analogues of the Q’s appearing in the weakly

coupled D4 probe theory. In contrast to the case of the D4 probe theory, however, the

stringy realization will typically contain many Q’s with similar mass. Indeed, this follows

from the fact that at strong coupling, both F1-strings, D1-strings, and string junctions will

all have comparable mass, and can stretch from the D3-brane to the seven-brane. The main

complication here is that as opposed to one set of Q⊕ Q̃’s associated with a given operator

O, we can now expect more complicated relations of the form:

O ∼
∑

i,j

QiQ̃j + · · · (2.27)

where i and j are generic labels which could potentially run over a large list of electric

and magnetic states. In what follows, we shall adopt a “meson approximation” where we

associate the O’s with quadratic terms. In particular, the mass of corresponding meson

will then be roughly the same as that of the electric and magnetic constituent particles.

This is quite analogous to what would happen in QCD if we consider mesons composed of

constituent quarks with mass comparable to the scale of chiral symmetry breaking.

Similar qualitative considerations also hold for theN = 1 Φ-deformed theories. Here, we

must exercise additional caution, because even if we had managed to give a characterization

of the original UV degrees of freedom, in the IR, this description may be cumbersome.

Nevertheless, we still expect there to be light electric and magnetic states which will affect

the running of τ for the D3-brane. Indeed, the existence of the N = 1 curve, and the fact

that it is typically a non-trivial function of the Coulomb branch parameter and deformations

of the curve provides evidence for the existence of light charged states, as well as their

composites.

To take account of these different types of states, we shall refer to all states which

transform non-trivially under SU(5)GUT as “3 − 7vis” strings. Those which transform as

singlets we shall refer to as “3 − 7hid” strings. Finally, we shall also refer to the Standard

Model chiral matter as “7vis − 7hid” strings. In what follows, we shall sometimes use the
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notation:

SM states : ΨSM (2.28)

3− 7vis states : Qmed (2.29)

3− 7hid states : Qhid (2.30)

to indicate respectively Standard Model states, mediators between the visible and hidden

sector states, and the hidden sector. As noted above, this is a slight abuse of notation,

because a given state will involve multi-prong string junctions.

3 Mass Hierarchies and Monodromy

In realistic model building applications, we must break conformal symmetry in the probe

sector. This is because the probe contains fields charged under the Standard Model gauge

group, which we do not wish to keep at low-energy. Conformal symmetry breaking intro-

duces a characteristic mass scale M
✘
✘✘CFT for the probe sector. Below this scale, the probe

sector consists of a collection of strongly coupled particles of various masses.

A geometrically natural way to break conformal symmetry is to displace the D3-brane

away from the Yukawa point [33] which we accomplish through a non-zero vev for the

operator Z of the probe theory. We show using the holomorphic geometry of the com-

pactification that in vacua where 〈Z〉 6= 0 and 〈Z1〉 = 〈Z2〉 = 0, states charged under the

Standard Model gauge group (3−7vis strings) have characteristic mass of order M
✘
✘✘CFT while

states charged under other seven-branes nearby the Yukawa point (3 − 7hid strings) have

masses which are hierarchically lower. We refer to these two mass scales as:

Mmed ∼ M
✘
✘✘CFT ×Kähler (3.1)

Mhid ∼ M
✘
✘✘CFT ·

(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

M∗

)n

×Kähler (3.2)

where n is an integer specified by the Jordan block type of Φ(0, 0). Here, we have separated

out two contributions. The first factor of each line corresponds to what can be computed

based on F-term considerations. In addition, there is a correction due to the Kähler po-

tential of the theory. At strong coupling, we do not know how to compute this factor, but

we can still perform a crude estimate, and we shall argue that it does not affect the main

estimates we shall perform. This hierarchical separation in mass scales arises from a mon-

odromic seesaw mechanism, and naturally suggests the 3 − 7hid states as a potential dark

matter candidate which are generated through the decay of much heavier 3− 7vis states.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. In order to gain more intuition into
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the monodromic seesaw mechanism of (3.1), we first discuss a weakly coupled analogue

of this effect for the probe D4 theory. Next, we show that even without a Lagrangian

description, holomorphy considerations and homogeneity of the N = 1 geometry leads to

the same relation. For completeness, we also discuss how a non-zero vev of Z far below

M∗ is compatible with the general form of the probe sector coupled to the flux induced

superpotential Wflux. This also leads to mass scales for the position modes Zi. We next

discuss how the estimates we have given are compatible with supersymmetry. Finally, we

discuss some additional properties of the light GUT singlets of such theories.

3.1 Monodromic Seesaw: Weakly Coupled Case

Though our ultimate interest is in the mass spectrum of the strongly coupled probe theories,

we first discuss the representative mass scales for Φ-deformations of the weakly coupled

N = 2 SU(2)D3 theory with four flavors.

As a simple example, we consider Φ(0, 0) a nilpotent 2× 2 matrix taking values in the

(SU(2)× U(1))hid factor of our toy model. This produces a mass term:

δWtile =
[
Qhid

1 Qhid
2

] [ 0 M∗

0 0

][
Q̃hid

1

Q̃hid
2

]
= M∗Q

hid
1 Q̃hid

2 (3.3)

Integrating out the heavy quarks, the effective superpotential for the 3 − 7vis and 3 − 7hid
strings is:

Weff =
∑

a

√
2Qmed

a ϕQ̃med
a − 2Qhid

2

ϕ2

M∗

Q̃hid
1 . (3.4)

We observe that when ϕ develops a non-zero vev and conformal symmetry is broken, the

characteristic mass for the 3 − 7vis strings is far higher than that of the 3 − 7hid strings.

Indeed, we have:

Mmed ∼ M
✘
✘✘CFT (3.5)

Mhid ∼ M
✘
✘✘CFT ·

(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

M∗

)
. (3.6)

In other words, a seesaw hierarchy is generated for the 3 − 7hid string masses. We shall

sometimes write these mass terms as:

Wmasses = MmedQmedQ̃med +MhidQhidQ̃hid (3.7)

One can also consider the more realistic situation where Φ also contains some Z1 and

Z2 dependence as well. So long as these Zi do not develop large non-zero vevs, the same
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estimates will apply in this situation as well. When Zi does develop a vev, there is another

source of mass terms for the quarks of the toy model. If these vevs are the dominant source

of SCFT breaking, this will lift some of the quark masses to at least the SCFT breaking

scale, and some up to the higher scale M∗. In what follows we shall therefore assume that

the Zi have zero vev. As we explain later, this assumption is well-justified because when

treated as canonically normalized modes, the Zi have higher masses than Z.

3.2 Monodromic Seesaw: Strongly Coupled Case

Let us now turn to the monodromic seesaw of the strongly coupled case. Strong coupling

can occur in various ways. For example, in the D4 probe theory, we can increase the value

of the SU(2)D3 gauge coupling. Even so, by a judicious choice in the N = 2 theory, we can

appeal to a weakly coupled microscopic description in the UV. In the case of the strongly

coupled Minahan-Nemeschansky theories, even this is unavailable.

This is an important subtlety, because if we are to interpret the various relevant defor-

mations of the theory in terms of a characteristic mass scale, we must have some notion

of the mass scales for the underlying degrees of freedom. What allows us to make some

progress is the existence of the N = 1 curve for such systems. As noted for example

in [36, 71], even in the case of N = 1 deformations, we still retain a characterization of

the holomorphic gauge coupling τ associated with the strongly coupled U(1) gauge theory

defined on the Coulomb branch of the theory. This characterization allows us to track

the dependence of τ as a function of the Coulomb branch parameter z, as well as various

deformations m of the N = 1 curve, which we can loosely think of as “mass deformations”

of the theory. The reason these further deformations are strictly speaking not quite mass

deformations is that in general, they will not have scaling dimension one. For example, in

the Φ-deformed theories, the dimension of some of the O’s will be less than two, and some

will be greater than two. This means that in deforming the theory by a term such as:

δL =

∫
d2θTrE8

(δm · O) (3.8)

the parameter δm will in general not have scaling dimension one in the UV.

However, in the original N = 2 probe theories, all of the O’s parameterizing the Higgs

branch have scaling dimension exactly two, and so these deformations can still be thought

of as mass deformations. What we are going to do in this section is to estimate the

characteristic size of this holomorphic F-term deformation of dimension one, and interpret

it as a characteristic mass scale for the N = 1 theory. In other words, we are going

to extract the characteristic scaling of the F-term deformation. This will neglect various

scaling dependence from D-terms, which we discuss afterwards.
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Our starting point is the original Φ-deformed theory deformed onto the Coulomb branch.

We assume that z 6= 0 and 〈Z1〉 = 〈Z2〉 = 0. It is therefore enough to consider the mass

scales associated with Φ a direct sum of constant nilpotent Jordan blocks. We assume the

only non-zero entries of Φ are in the SU(5)⊥ factor of SU(5)GUT × SU(5)⊥ ⊂ E8. By

separating the D3-brane from the intersecting seven-branes, all of the string states will

pick up some mass. To determine this mass, we shall consider another theory obtained by

adding to Φ a small perturbation by a term δM :

Φ(0, 0) → Φ(0, 0) + δM (3.9)

such that Φ(0, 0) + δM is no longer nilpotent. For δM sufficiently small, the two theories

deformed onto the Coulomb branch will have very similar mass spectra. However, as we

increase δM , this perturbation will exercise more of an effect on the low energy spectrum

of the theory, inducing a flow to another theory.

Our task is to determine how large the entries of δM can become while keeping the

spectrum of the theory close to the original Φ-deformed theory. To accomplish this, we

exploit the connection between the holomorphic N = 1 curve, and its dependence on

z and the mass deformations of the original N = 2 theory. Characteristic mass scales

of the supersymmetric probe theory correspond to holomorphic expressions in the mass

deformations which are also invariant under the flavor symmetries of the system. The

crucial point for our present considerations is that even with only N = 1 supersymmetry,

with underlying N = 2 supersymmetry, we can characterize the form of the holomorphic

mass deformations. As explained for example in [36, 71], the value of the holomorphic

gauge coupling τ defined on the Coulomb branch depends holomorphically on the mass

deformations, as well as the Coulomb branch parameter z = 〈Z〉. These mass deformations

must in turn form singlets under the associated flavor symmetry in order to appear in

τ . Geometrically, this can be stated as the condition that the homogeneity of the mass

parameters is related to the scaling of the Coulomb branch parameter z.

Denote by f(n)(mij) the degree n polynomial homogeneous in the matrix of mass param-

eters mij taking values in SU(5)GUT × SU(5)⊥. In the case of a nilpotent Φ-deformation,

there is no non-trivial holomorphic invariant we can form. This means that the only de-

pendence we can consider is a function of z alone. Once we break the SCFT, we expect

that in the infrared, all degrees of freedom will develop a mass. This is what we have seen

in the weakly coupled case, where we have also observed a hierarchy of scales. The mass of

the states charged under SU(5)GUT is then clearly up near the SCFT breaking scale.

The case of the states neutral under SU(5)GUT is more subtle. For concreteness, we

phrase our discussion in terms of Φ(0, 0) given by a 2×2 nilpotent block, with Φ(0, 0)+δM
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given by:

Φ(0, 0) + δM =

[
0 M∗

δm 0

]
(3.10)

We interpret δm as the characteristic mass scale of potentially light states. We will discuss

the extension to other nilpotent Jordan block structures later. The crucial point for us

is that in order for δM 6= 0 to not significantly distort the mass spectrum from the case

δM = 0, the flavor invariant formed from Φ(0, 0) + δM must scale as a power of M
✘
✘✘CFT . In

other words, we obtain the estimate:

δm ·M∗ ∼ M2
✘
✘✘CFT (3.11)

or:

δm ∼ M
✘
✘✘CFT ·

(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

M∗

)
, (3.12)

which recovers the monodromic seesaw relation obtained earlier!

We now generalize this discussion to other choices of Φ(0, 0). Given a degree n ho-

mogeneous polynomial f(n)(mij) in the mass parameters, these parameters will satisfy the

relation:

f(n)(mij) ∼ Mn
✘
✘✘CFT . (3.13)

From this, we conclude that when some of these mass parameters enter into the definition

of the N = 2 to N = 1 deformation, the other mass parameters are then specified as

corresponding ratios. This recovers the basic relation of (3.6). We also conclude that

since no mass deformations will typically be turned on in the SU(5)GUT sub-block, the

characteristic mass of the 3−7vis strings will instead be set by M
✘
✘✘CFT . Again, this produces

a hierarchy of scales.

The precise hierarchy depends on the choice of Φ-deformation we consider. For example,

when Φ(0, 0) consists of one nilpotent 2× 2 Jordan block and three 1× 1 nilpotent blocks,

the characteristic mass scales are:

Φ(0, 0) =




0 1

0 0

0

0

0



=⇒ Mass Scales =

{
M

✘
✘✘CFT , M✘

✘✘CFT ·
(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

M∗

)}
(3.14)

where we assume M∗ is the scale of the original seven-brane tilting. As another example,

we can consider Φ given by a 3×3 block and two 1×1 nilpotent blocks. The characteristic
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mass scales in this case are:

Φ(0, 0) =




0 1 0

0 0 1

0 0 0

0

0



=⇒ Mass Scales =

{
M

✘
✘✘CFT , M✘

✘✘CFT ·
(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

M∗

)2
}
. (3.15)

Thus, depending on the details of the seven-brane tilting, we can realize different seesaw

mass hierarchies.

The precise details of the mass spectrum will certainly depend on the Kähler potential.

The basic point, however, is that the mass of the 3−7vis strings is up at the SCFT breaking

scale, while the D3-brane theory still contains far lighter states such as the 3− 7hid strings.

What sorts of corrections to the mass spectrum can we expect from the Kähler potential?

This involves knowing far more about the strongly coupled N = 1 theory, but a reasonable

first expectation is that there is a notion of canonical normalization for the various fields.

For example, if we work with respect to the “meson approximation” mentioned earlier, it is

appropriate to treat the O’s as composites of two elementary fields. In this approximation,

we can canonically normalize each of these modes. This leads to a shift in the scaling

dimension of the form:

O ∼ M
∆IR(O)−∆UV (O)
✘
✘✘CFT Ocan (3.16)

where we have canonically normalized according to the “UV scaling dimension” of the

operator. Note that this is expected to be a small effect when the IR and UV dimensions

are sufficiently close. Obtaining more exact results is not particularly clear either, and so

in what follows we shall ignore such subtleties, treating the holomorphic mass deformations

as an approximate guide to the relative mass spectra.

In this approximation, we have that the hidden sector 3−7hid strings have characteristic

mass:

Mhid ∼ M
✘
✘✘CFT ·

(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

MGUT

)n

. (3.17)

The parameter n is set by the size of the nilpotent Jordan blocks in Φ(0, 0). In most realistic

examples n = 1, 2, 3 [43].

The most important feature of this spectrum is that the lightest states of the probe

theory are neutral under SU(5)GUT . In particular, this means that the heavy colored states

will eventually decay to much lighter singlets.
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3.3 SCFT Breaking Vacua

Our discussion so far has assumed that Z has attained an appropriate vev to break the

conformal dynamics. The main thing we now wish to motivate is that the mass scale

associated with this vev can naturally be below the scales M∗ and MGUT .

Though our ultimate interest is in vacua associated with N = 1 supersymmetry, this is

also the case where we have much less control over the details of the Kähler potential. To

illustrate the main points of our discussion, we first discuss a simplified version with N = 2

supersymmetry. After this, we discuss the extension to N = 1 systems.

Metastable vacua associated with N = 1 deformations of N = 2 systems have been

studied, for example, in [72,73]. There, the main idea is to consider N = 2 supersymmetric

mass deformations, as well as N = 1 deformations by the Coulomb branch parameter. A

general feature of this analysis is that metastable vacua with SCFT breaking scale below

M∗ and MGUT can indeed be arranged.

In this section, we show that SCFT breaking involving N = 1 supersymmetric vacua

are also present even in the limit where all mass deformations are switched off. We begin

our discussion by returning to an N = 2 superconformal theory with Coulomb branch

parameter Z. To this system, we imagine adding a small N = 1 deformation of the form:

W = M3

(
a

∆

Z

M∆
− b

2∆

(
Z

M∆

)2

+ ...

)
(3.18)

at a mass scale M . Physically, we identify M with the scale associated with the localized

fluxes, which is naturally on the order of the GUT scale [35]. Here, a and b are dimensionless

coefficients and ∆ is the scaling dimension of Z. We assume that quadratic terms involving

the other Zi fields can be ignored.

Assuming both a and b are not large, it is legitimate to use the Kähler potential for Z

obtained in the supersymmetric case. The metric on moduli space is conical at the origin,

with corresponding Kähler potential:

KN=2 =
(
Z†Z

) 1

∆ + · · · , (3.19)

where, for example, ∆ = 6 for the E8 Minahan-Nemeschansky theory. The effective La-

grangian for the Z-field therefore contains the terms:

Leff(Z) = gZZ |∂µZ|2 + gZZ |∂ZW |2 . (3.20)

To analyze the vacua of this system, it is convenient to introduce a canonically normalized

field Z̃. Since we are working at the level of the classical Lagrangian, we can perform the
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field redefinition Z̃∆ = Z. In terms of this variable, we have:

Leff (Z̃) =
∣∣∣∂µZ̃

∣∣∣
2

+M4
∣∣∣a
(

Z̃

M

)∆−1

− b

(
Z̃

M

)2∆−1 ∣∣∣
2

(3.21)

=
∣∣∣∂µZ̃

∣∣∣
2

+M4
∣∣∣ Z̃
M

∣∣∣
2∆−2∣∣∣a− b

(
Z̃

M

)∆ ∣∣∣
2

. (3.22)

From this, we observe that there are two branches of supersymmetric vacua. One is located

at the origin of the field space, Z̃ = 0. On the other hand, we also observe that there is

another branch given by:

Z̃ = M
(a
b

)1/∆
. (3.23)

Typically, it is appropriate to ignore this latter branch of vacua. The reason is that when

a and b are comparable, allowing field ranges of order M means it is then also appropriate

to include an infinite set of additional terms of the form:

(
Z̃

M

)n∆

∼
(a
b

)n
. (3.24)

Note however that, when a/b is small, it is appropriate to restrict attention to the leading

order terms given by n = 1 and n = 2. In particular, we see that the vev of the normalized

field Z̃ is accurately approximated by including just the first two terms.

In order to work in this controlled approximation, it is therefore necessary for a to be

hierarchically smaller than b. Indeed, in the limit where a = 0, we observe that the W

of equation (3.18) enjoys the Z2 symmetry, Z → −Z. Small a/b is therefore technically

natural.

This sort of condition is also geometrically natural. The local configuration of seven-

branes is controlled by the spectral equation [40, 43, 48]:

PΦ(z) = det (z − Φ(z1, z2)) = 0 (3.25)

where Φ(z1, z2) is a 5× 5 matrix valued in SU(5)⊥. For generic Φ, the polynomial PΦ(z) is

a quintic in z with Galois group S5, the permutation group on five letters. Detailed model

building considerations, however, lead to significantly different structures for Φ(z1, z2). For

example, in a Dih4 monodromy scenario, PΦ(z) can factorize into a linear and a quartic

polynomial of the form:

PΦ(z) = z(z4 + αz2 + β) = 0. (3.26)

From this, we observe that the roots are invariant under z 7→ −z. This provides a geometric
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realization of the Z2 symmetry Z → −Z. Similar considerations hold for other choices of

monodromy groups. In this more general situation, it is natural to expect both a and b to

be small parameters. Note that in such situations, the ratio a/b can also be small, because

a and b multiply different powers of the Z field.

In fact, this symmetry is only expected to be a feature of the geometry near the E-

point. In a global compactification, we expect that the branes will have a more generic

profile, which will destroy the symmetry which is present near the Yukawa point. This in

turn means that we can expect violations of the symmetry, determined by the ratio M/M∗

since M∗ sets the characteristic mass scale specified by the global completion of model.

We therefore conclude that a and b will be given by powers of M/M∗. The precise power

depends on details of the compactification. We shall therefore treat the ratio a/b as a

tunable small parameter:
a

b
≡ r. (3.27)

Let us now turn to the Φ-deformed N = 1 theories. Here we have far less information

available as to the exact behavior of Kähler potential. This in turn limits our ability to

determine the exact properties of such vacua. However, we can still use holomorphy as a

general guide. Indeed, for supersymmetric vacua away from the origin of moduli space, it

is appropriate to impose the F-term equation of motion:

∂ZW = 0 (3.28)

from which we deduce:

〈Z〉 = M∆ r. (3.29)

Let us comment that in the limit where r is very small, the corresponding vev 〈Z〉 is far

below M∆. In particular, this means that it is appropriate to evaluate the dimension of Z

as given by its IR value:

〈Z〉 = M∆IR r. (3.30)

When r is not infinitesimal, however, the value of ∆ will be somewhere in between its IR

and UV values. In what follows we shall typically assume that r is sufficiently small to

avoid such subtleties.

In the more realistic case of a full compactification, we should also include terms

quadratic in the other Zi fields. Indeed, the form of the flux induced superpotential con-

sistent with the flavor physics considerations of [35] is of the form:

Wflux =
3∑

a,b,c=1

(mabZaZb + λabcZaZbZc), (3.31)
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where a, b and c are indices running from 1 to 3. In typical monodromic scenarios, the

scaling dimension of Z1 and Z2 is somewhat larger than one, but less than 3/2 [36]. Hence,

such terms correspond to an additional potentially relevant N = 1 deformation. In what

follows we will treat such terms as a small perturbation. This is technically natural, because

adding such terms breaks additional flavor asymmetries of the probe sector [36]. Though

not the case of interest in this paper, it is of independent interest to study what happens

to the probe theory when we do not treat Wflux as a small perturbation. See Appendix B

for additional discussion of the fixed point obtained from including such a deformation.

For our present purposes, the main point is that Z1 and Z2 have lower scaling dimension

than Z. We interpret these modes as characterizing motion of the D3-brane. The higher

the scaling dimension of the fields, the lighter the corresponding mode. To see this, let us

suppose that at some scale m, we add by hand mass terms involving the Zi fields:

δW = m · (Zi)
2. (3.32)

We canonically normalize by introducing a mode Z̃i defined via Zi = M
∆(Zi)−1
✘
✘✘CFT Z̃i. Substi-

tuting back, we learn that the mass of the canonically normalized mode is:

MZ̃i
= m ·

(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

M∗

)2∆(Zi)−2

(3.33)

for the field of dimension ∆(Zi). In other words, the higher the scaling dimension, the

lower the mass. Let us note that this analysis is certainly not justified for a generic field of

a strongly coupled SCFT. Here we are exploiting the additional stringy insight that these

modes are associated with motion of the D3-brane.

3.4 Supersymmetry Breaking Effects

The main reason we have been able to obtain an estimate of the various mass scales of the

probe sector is due to N = 1 supersymmetry. Since supersymmetry must also be broken,

it is important to check that such effects do not eliminate our candidate light states. The

effects of supersymmetry breaking can be quite model-dependent. Our aim in this section

will therefore be to argue that there exist scenarios where our estimate of the hierarchical

3− 7hid masses due to the monodromic seesaw mechanism persist.

Supersymmetry breaking effects can be expected to generate corrections to the scalar

masses of the hidden sector. For example, if the 3−7vis strings develop a non-supersymmetric

mass spectrum they will induce gauge mediation via the dark U(1)D3 to the hidden sec-

tor [37]. There are additional contributions to the scalar masses from various higher di-

mension operators, such as the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) deformation of the gauge mediated
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supersymmetry breaking scenario considered in [49,74–77]. By comparison, there are fewer

ways for fermions to develop a mass. Indeed, the mass scale Mhid can be thought of as a

supersymmetric µ-term. It is therefore reasonable to expect that even in the strongly cou-

pled setting, our previous estimate Mhid is accurate for the fermionic states of the theory.

Interpreting the dark matter as 3−7hid strings, this also means that we predict these modes

to be fermionic.5

The non-supersymmetric correction to the scalar masses of the probe sector is actually a

welcome feature, because such contributions will sometimes induce tachyonic modes which

cause the 3 − 7hid modes to roll away from the origin. When this occurs, the theory will

develop a mass gap for the hidden U(1)D3, which we refer to as MU(1)D3
. In the weakly

coupled regime, this is simply achieved by the usual Higgs mechanism. At strong coupling,

however, the phases of such strongly coupled systems can be quite complex. A full study

would go beyond the scope of the present paper, and we will relegate the analysis to future

work.

The exact mass of the hidden U(1)D3 depends on details of this non-Lagrangian theory,

so giving an exact value is not possible with present methods. A reasonable expectation

is that the masses of the 3 − 7hid scalars will typically set the mass of this U(1)D3. Since

there is already a supersymmetric mass term for the 3 − 7hid strings, this means that the

characteristic vev for such modes, and hence the mass of the hidden U(1)D3 is expected to

at least be on the order of Mhid, though this could be significantly higher, depending on

the details of the supersymmetry breaking scenario.

It is also possible to consider scenarios where the mass of the U(1)D3 is lighter than the

3−7hid strings. This can occur in scenarios where the mass of the U(1)D3 is primarily driven

by kinetic mixing with the visible sector, which induces a small effective Fayet-Iliopoulos

(FI) parameter in the hidden sector (see for example [78]). For kinetic mixing of order

κmix ∼ 10−3, this can induce masses for the hidden sector U(1)D3 on the order of a few

GeV or less, so this is also a possibility to consider. Since we do not know that much about

the strongly coupled U(1)D3 sector anyhow, for now we shall treat the mass MU(1)D3
as a

parameter which can in principle range within a few orders of magnitude of the dark matter

mass. Our expectation is that phenomenological constraints from either cosmology or other

model building considerations will further constrain this value.

5Let us note that in the specific context of the models considered in [49] where the µ-term is also
generated at the E-point, generating a weak scale µ-term in the visible sector might also induce a similar
size µ-term in the hidden sector, though this depends on non-chiral details of the probe. One way to
sidestep this issue is to consider scenarios where µ of the visible sector is generated at a different point of
the geometry. Even if we still choose to generate the µ-term as in [49], it is not clear that at a practical
level this is much of a concern. The reason is that in the scenarios we consider, the mass scale of the
dark matter will be on the order of 10 GeV, while the value of the µ-term is perhaps one to two orders of
magnitude removed from this. Given some of the ambiguities in extracting the Kähler potential from these
strongly coupled theories, it is not clear this is an issue.
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4 The Decay of Heavy States

In the previous section we studied the spectrum of 3 − 7vis and 3 − 7hid strings once the

D3-brane is displaced away from the Yukawa point. The important point from this analysis

is that the 3 − 7vis states are far heavier than their singlet counterparts. It follows from

this that the 3− 7vis strings will decay to lighter states.

The 3 − 7vis strings are charged under both the 7vis-brane and the D3-brane, and so

their decay products must conserve these charges. Note, however, that the only light

modes involving 7vis strings are Standard Model states. From this we conclude that the

3− 7vis strings will always decay to Standard Model states and hidden sector 3− 7hid GUT

singlets. Though we cannot give a microscopic description of the various decay processes,

it is convenient to work in terms of this heuristic picture. The actual decays will typically

involve states which are U(1)D3 neutral, and so will also include “spectator quarks” such

as the light 3 − 7hid strings. A helpful analogy is to QCD, where we can imagine that the

decay of a 3 − 7vis state “hadronizes” to many soft 3 − 7hid states in addition to a few

Standard Model states. See figure 1 for a depiction of such decay processes. This is not

much of a complication for cosmology, because most of these soft states will annihilate away

to radiation.

Our aim in this section will be to estimate the net amount of baryon number violation

expected from the decay of the heavy 3 − 7vis states. Since the D3-brane probe theory

is vector-like, it will also contain 7vis − 3 strings with opposite orientation to the 3 − 7vis
states. These modes carry conjugate quantum numbers to the 3− 7vis strings. Because the

matter content of the Standard Model is chiral, the coupling to Standard Model fields will

be quite different for the 3 − 7vis states and 7vis − 3 states. It therefore suffices to focus

on the decay of the 3 − 7vis states. The net CP violation in decays of these heavy modes

is given by comparing the decay rate of 3 − 7vis states and the decay of their anti-matter

counterparts to CP conjugate final states. Given a decay channel for 3 − 7vis states, the

amount of CP violation in the decay of a 3− 7vis string to J1, ..., Jn soft 3− 7hid states and

K1, ..., Km Standard Model states is:

εIJKCP ≡ Γ(QI
med → QJ1†

hid · · ·QJn†
hid ⊗ΨK1†

SM · · ·ΨKm†
SM )− Γ(QI†

med → QJ1
hid · · ·QJn

hid ⊗ΨK1

SM · · ·ΨKm

SM)

Γ(QI
med → any†) + Γ(QI†

med → any)
.

(4.1)

where the denominator is a sum of the two inclusive decay rates. Assigning baryon number

bK to the Standard Model state ΨK1

SM · · ·ΨKm

SM , the net baryon asymmetry created in the

visible sector from the decay of the I th 3 − 7vis string is then given by summing over all
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final states, weighted by the overall baryon number:

∆BI
vis =

∑

J,K

bK · εIJKCP . (4.2)

As a point of notation, in writing decay amplitudes we shall not distinguish in our discussion

between the components of a chiral superfield, and the chiral superfield itself, since the

statistics of the various states should be clear.

Our aim in this section will be to analyze in more detail the decay of these heavy states.

The decay of 3−7vis strings and the estimate of C and CP violation shares some similarities

with both thermal leptogenesis and ordinary GUT baryogenesis, since it involves the decay

of a heavy state to lighter states. Indeed, in these scenarios as well as ours, the resulting C

and CP asymmetry is generated through interference terms.6

A novel feature of our matter-genesis scenario is that the mechanism requires strong

coupling of τ ∼ O(1) for the probe D3-brane sector. We show that at weak coupling,

the decay of heavy 3 − 7vis states fails to generate enough baryon asymmetry. At strong

coupling, however, fundamental string states as well as (p, q)-string states and their string

junctions all participate in the decay process, producing an infinite tower of “dyon resonance

states”. These resonance states and their interactions are then the source of interference

terms in the decay amplitudes.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. To frame the discussion to follow, we

first illustrate in the case of the weakly coupled D4 theory that the decay of heavy 3− 7vis
states made from perturbative string states fails to generate enough CP violation. We

show that this obstacle can be overcome once we include a generational structure for these

modes. After this, we illustrate how this generational structure is automatically present at

strong coupling, due to the similar masses of electric, magnetic and dyonic states. We then

estimate the decay rate of heavy states at strong coupling.

4.1 The Limitations of Weak Coupling

Before proceeding to the realistic situation, we first consider the probe sector at weak

coupling and show that there are simply not enough degrees of freedom to achieve the

6Though there are other heavy states of the probe theory besides the 3− 7vis strings, it is sufficient to
focus on the decay of probe theory states charged under SU(5)GUT . The reason is that the decay of heavy
modes uncharged under the Standard Model gauge group does not generate a sizable baryon asymmetry.
Indeed, since they are singlets under the Standard Model, these heavy modes dominantly couple to other
states of the probe theory. Likewise, seven-brane states which are Standard Model singlets but are charged
under a 7hid-brane will have dominant decay modes to the probe theory. These decay processes are governed
by a vector-like spectrum and interactions because the D3-brane probe is defined as an N = 1 deformation
of an N = 2 theory. This makes it difficult to generate a matter asymmetry, though one might speculate
that the θ-angle of the hidden sector U(1) gauge theory may help with generating an asymmetry.
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Figure 3: Decay of Q̃med to Q̃hid and ℓ(1). The tree amplitude (left) is mediated from Q̃med

to Q̃†
hid by mass insertion for helicity flip and by Yukawa interaction λℓ

(1). The one-loop

amplitude (right) is mediated from Q̃med to Q̃†
hid by virtual ℓ(i) exchange and mass insertion

for helicity flip. There are additional one-loop diagrams involving self-energy corrections
which we have not drawn here. The Yukawa interactions |λh

(i)|2λℓ
(1) has the same phase as

the tree amplitude. Consequently, there is no asymmetry between CP conjugate processes.

required C and CP violation in this case.

Our example is the toy Standard Model discussed in section 2. The details of monodromy

are not so important for this discussion, and so we shall be schematic in indicating the

quantum numbers under (SU(2)×U(1))hid. What is quite important is the structure of the

Standard Model to probe sector couplings, as well as the general form of the mass terms.

Reproducing the discussion given there, we have:

WSM⊗D3 =
∑

i

λh
(i)h(i)Q̃medQ̃hid +

∑

g

λℓ
(g)ℓ(g)QmedQ̃hid +MmedQmedQ̃med +MhidQhidQ̃hid,

(4.3)

where the sum is over the “generations” of Higgs fields and lepton fields.

At first glance, this appears quite promising for generating a baryon asymmetry because

of the appearance of so many complex couplings. Let us count the C and CP violating

phases in this toy model. Fixing the phases of the Standard Model fields based on the

visible sector Yukawas, we see that there are additional CP violating phases from the λ’s.

We are still free to rotate the fields Q̃med, Q̃hid, so two of the complex phases in λh
(i) can be

set to zero. The remaining complex phases are C and CP violating. Similar considerations

hold for λl
(g) and the mass terms Mmed and Mhid.

Let us now consider the decays of the 3−7vis strings. Taking account of |Mmed| ≫ |Mhid|,
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there will be a kinematically allowed decay of the form:

Q̃med → Q̃†
hid + l†(1) (4.4)

which populates both the 3− 7vis and 7vis − 7hid states. Let us see if the decay of the QSM

states also violates C and CP. Computing the decay process Q̃med → Q̃†
hid + l†(1), we have,

to one-loop order in the Yukawa coupling:

A(Q̃med → Q̃†
hid + l†(1)) = λl

(1) + λl
(1) ·

∑

i

λh†
i λh

i · Itoy(Mmed) (4.5)

where in the above, Itoy(Mmed) is the one-loop integral, and we have suppressed all order

one constants. For matters of CP violation, the crucial feature of Itoy is that it must contain

a complex phase. This is just a consequence of the optical theorem and unitarity thereof.

Its dependence on Mmed also drops out since the probe sector has only one generation. This

amplitude is to be compared with the decay of the anti-particle Q̃†
med:

A(Q̃†
med → Q̃hid + l(1)) = λl†

(1) + λl†
(1) ·

∑

i

λh
i λ

h†
i · Itoy(M

†
med). (4.6)

Here, the loop integral is identical to that for the other terms. This is required in order for

the theory to be unitary. Now, if the sum over λh†
i λh

i had been imaginary, we would have

obtained a difference between the two decay rates, and hence obtained a net CP violation.

However, since this quantity is the norm squared of a vector and hence real, we instead

find:

Γ(Q̃med → Q̃†
hid + l†(1))− Γ(Q̃†

med → Q̃hid + l(1)) = 0. (4.7)

In the absence of additional mixing effects from the Standard Model Yukawa interactions,

this would be an exact result. The reason is that because there is only one decay mode

available for the Q̃med fields, the decay rate for a Q̃med state and its anti-particle counterpart

will be the same. To one-loop order, εCP = 0. This is already problematic, and makes it

difficult to generate enough baryon asymmetry.

This is a basic but important point, so let us reiterate it. To get a C and CP violating

decay, it is necessary to have two sources of complex numbers. One is from a relative

complex phase among multiple independent decay process, and the second is from the

imaginary part of the loop integral. The latter is automatically present, but as we have

seen, the existence of a relative phases between the couplings of loop and tree level effects

is less apparent.

In our case this can be traced to the presence of only one family of string states present

on a D3-brane. To have a net baryon asymmetry, we must have more than one family of

3−7vis or 3−7hid states. This is a feature built in for both conventional GUT baryogenesis
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and leptogenesis, but is missing from our weakly coupled toy model. Let us note that

in contrast to other situations involving intersecting seven-branes, switching on a gauge

field flux would fail to produce a generational structure for probe D3-branes since there is

no index theorem in zero dimensions.7 The absence of a generational structure at weak

coupling is thus a significant obstruction to generating C and CP violating decays.

In principle, we can make our model more realistic by including additional Yukawa

couplings to the Standard Model fields. This would lead to some additional suppression

based on the ratio of masses in the Standard Model. Moreover, such processes would only

arise in our example at higher loop order. This requires significant fine tuning in the model

to generate enough baryon asymmetry.

Though it is not present in our weakly coupled model, let us now track down the

types of interaction terms we would need to generate larger C and CP violating decay

processes. Later, we shall argue that such interaction terms are automatically present at

strong coupling. To achieve C and CP violating decays in our toy model, we generalize the

λ’s to matrices of couplings:

WSM⊗D3 ⊃ λh
(i)IJ

h(i)Q̃
med
I

Q̃hid
J

+λl
(g)KL

l(g)Q
med
K Q̃hid

L
+MmedQ

medQ̃med+MhidQ
hidQ̃hid (4.8)

where the indices I, J,K, L are the needed “generational indices” of the probe sector. In

fact, even with only one generation of Standard Model fields, the amplitude:

A(Q̃med
I → Q̃hid†

J
+ l(1)) = λl

(1)IJ
+ λl

(1)IB
· λh†

(i)BC
· λh

(i)CJ
· Iloop(Mmed) (4.9)

for generational indices A,B,C, and a loop integral Iloop(Mmed) contains the necessary

interference terms to generate CP violating effects and also depends nontrivially on the

mass spectrum. This is because the matrix product of the couplings at one-loop will now

contain relative complex phases to the tree-level contribution. Again, we stress that this is

a combination of two effects, the relative phase between products of Yukawas in tree level

and loop level amplitudes, and the common phase present in the loop integral Iloop. In the

following subsections we show that this type of generational structure is realized at strong

coupling.

4.2 Effective Generations From String Junctions

In this subsection we show that one of the limitations of working at weak coupling, namely

the absence of a generational structure is eliminated at strong coupling. We begin by stating

in more precise terms the form of the probe sector in the limit where all Standard Model

7Generating chiral matter from probe D3-branes is possible, however, it requires probing a singular
geometry in the threefold base, which is not the present situation.
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fields are non-dynamical. In this limit, the probe sector is not perturbed by the Standard

Model. Later, we shall add back in the coupling to the Standard Model, treating it as a

small perturbative correction.

Prior to breaking conformal invariance, we have a strongly coupled N = 1 supercon-

formal field theory. We do not have a complete characterization of the operators, let alone

their scaling dimensions. However, we do know that such operators must fill out repre-

sentations in the unbroken part of SU(5)GUT × SU(5)⊥ ⊂ E8 specified by the choice of

Φ-deformation. We label these operators as OR for an operator in a representation R in

the unbroken part of SU(5)GUT × SU(5)⊥.

Again, it is helpful to draw an analogy to the case of QCD. Although the microscopic

description of QCD is in terms of Nf quark flavors charged under a strongly coupled SU(Nc)

gauge theory, at low energies we can still deduce some basic information in terms of the

SU(Nf)L × SU(Nf )R flavor symmetry of the gauge-invariant hadrons of the chiral La-

grangian. In the spirit of low-energy effective field theory, we therefore expect interaction

vertices in the effective Hamiltonian take the form:

H
(0)
eff ⊃

∑

Ri,pi

κR1,R2,R3
OR1

OR2
OR3

+ κR1,R2,R3,R4
OR1

OR2
OR3

OR4
+ · · · (4.10)

where the ellipses denote additional multi-state interactions which at strong coupling cannot

be ignored when the scale of momentum transfer is comparable to the CFT breaking scale.

As we now explain, at strong coupling there is an effective generational index for the

OR operators which is the main ingredient necessary to realize CP violating decays of the

heavy states. This is most easily seen by appealing to the stringy realization of the strongly

coupled field theory. The basic idea is that the various operators of the E8 N = 2 Minahan-

Nemeschansky theory fill out representations of E8. This includes the operators O in the

adjoint of E8, as well as many additional operators in higher dimension representations.

Taking this feature into account, we see that it is actually more appropriate to write the

effective interactions of the probe sector as:

H
(0)
eff ⊃

∑

Ri,di

κd1,d2,d3
R1,R2,R3

Od1
R1
Od2

R2
Od3

R3
+ κd1,d2,d3,d4

R1,R2,R3,R4
Od1

R1
Od2

R2
Od3

R3
Od4

R4
+ · · · (4.11)

where in the above, the di is a generational index we identify with a dyonic charge vector

and the ellipses denote additional multi-point interactions which at strong coupling cannot

be ignored. Here, the products of the O’s in different representations must form gauge

invariant operators.8 The existence of these additional string junctions leads to an effec-

tive generational structure. Indeed, these additional generations are non-perturbative, and

8Let us note that fixing the representation content Ri only partially fixes the junction content once we
consider breaking patterns of E8 down to SU(5)GUT .
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Qmed Qhid
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Q
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′hid

D3
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Figure 4: The interaction of (3−7vis) and (3−7hid) states with the Standard Model particle
(7vis − 7hid). For a given (7vis − 7hid) particle, there is an interaction with D3-brane states
created by fundamental strings (diagram (a)) and also an interaction with states created
by (p, q) string junction (diagram (b)).

decouple when gs → 0.

The κ’s correspond to the wave function overlaps between these junction states. Due to

strong coupling, we expect that, if allowed by selection rules, these couplings are all order

one. Let us now present some additional evidence in favor of this statement. With present

techniques it is not known how to compute from first principles such overlap terms in a

precise manner.9 Nevertheless, we can estimate such contributions geometrically, at least

when the classical string picture is valid. Though this limits our discussion to cases where

the D3-brane is separated from the seven-branes by more than a string length, we can at

least see the presence of additional interaction terms becoming prominent as we move the

D3-brane close to the E-point. See figure 4 for a depiction of such interaction terms in

terms of classical string junctions.

In string frame, the tension of a (p, q) string with p units of F1 charge and q units of

D1 charge is:

Tp,q =
1

l2s
|p+ τq| . (4.12)

9The computation of higher stringy modes is in principle possible through a generalization of string
field theory to the non-perturbative setting. Since we are discussing F-term couplings, a more practical
route may involve a computation in terms of wave function overlaps for massive modes in holomorphic
Cherns-Simon theory, perhaps along the lines of [41].
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Recall that ls ∼ M−1
∗ for Imτ ∼ 1. We can form even more bound states based on various

junctions. A (p, q) string junction with n end-points as a junction will be composed of n

two-component vectors (p1, q1), ..., (pn, qn). For a junction j we refer to this entire collection

of vectors by dj for “dyonic charge”. A junction involving three endpoints will satisfy a

balancing condition:

(p1, q1) + (p2, q2) + (p3, q3) = 0 (4.13)

with similar considerations for additional endpoints. From this perspective, the generational

indices I, J,K, L now correspond to the entire tower of dyonic (p, q) junction resonances.

This will involve both (p, q) strings, as well as junctions involving multi-prong strings.

F-term couplings between string zero modes are computed in the topological B-model by

disk diagrams which localize at a point of the geometry. For massive modes, this localization

will be distorted, and we can expect for a string junction j some dependence of the form

exp(−Aj · Tj) for an appropriate measure of the area Aj subtended by a dyonic loop, and

Tj the tension of a string junction j with endpoint charges dj . Note that when gs → 0,

Tj → ∞ and the Yukawa coupling is significantly suppressed.

4.3 Coupling to the Standard Model

We now consider coupling our probe sector to dynamical Standard Model fields. We achieve

this by compactifying some of the curves of the geometry. Note that we can still work in

terms of non-compact seven-branes, but with some compact curves. This compactification

occurs at the GUT scale, and from the perspective of the probe sector it corresponds to

adding the deformation at the GUT scale [33]:

δWSM⊗D3 = ΨSM
R

· OR. (4.14)

At weak coupling this deformation would be identified with a cubic interaction of the

form ΨSMQmedQ̃hid. At strong coupling, the dynamics of the strings attached to the D3-

brane is most conveniently described in terms of gauge-invariant operators OR, carrying

representation R under the SU(5)GUT . We view such operators as composite operators

made from “quarks” of the strongly coupled probe sector. For an operator with quantum

numbers under both SU(5)GUT and the unbroken part of SU(5)⊥, this should be viewed as

a composite involving both the 3− 7vis and 3− 7hid strings.

Proceeding to the IR, the deformation (4.14) will induce mixing between operators of

the SCFT and the Standard Model fields. Diagonalizing the mixing, we also see that the

canonical basis of Standard Model fields is a linear combination of ΨSM
R and OR. Here, we

claim that, quite generally, such mixing gives rise to baryon and lepton number violating
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interactions, while correlating visible and hidden sector energy densities.10

Using some basic features of the approximately conformal sector, we can estimate the

decay rate for 3−7vis strings. To motivate our answer, let us return to the case of a weakly

coupled theory, but one in which the fields have experienced some amount of wave-function

renormalization, and so in a holomorphic basis of fields, do not have canonical kinetic

terms. In a supersymmetric theory, the F-terms will not be renormalized. The Lagrangian

we consider is then:

Ltoy =

∫
d4θ(ZQQ

†
medQmed+ZQ̃Q̃

†
hidQ̃hid+ZΨΨ

†
SMΨSM)+

∫
d2θλQmedQ̃hidΨSM + ...+h.c.

(4.15)

where the additional terms include various supersymmetric mass terms. To compute a

decay rate, we first canonically normalize the various fields. This in general cannot be done

in a way which maintains manifest holomorphy of the F-terms. Doing this, we find that

the resulting decay rate is:

Γtoy(Qmed → Q†
hidΨ

†
SM) ∼ Mmed ·

|λ|2
ZQZQ̃ZΨ

. (4.16)

In other words, we see that there will be some effect from wave function renormalization.

Similar considerations are expected to hold for decays in the strongly coupled regime.

Here, we must exercise caution because we do not know the exact form of the kinetic terms

after allowing the N = 1 deformation δWSM⊗D3 to proceed. The other issue is that defining

a notion of “canonical normalization” for the O’s is less clear. However, we can still appeal

to the correlators of the CFT. Treating OR as a composite of 3 − 7vis strings and 3− 7hid
strings, we view this type of coupling as inducing a decay of the form Qmed → Q†

hidΨ
†
SM . In

practice, this process will be dressed by additional spectator 3−7hid states. In this case, we

expect that the analogue of the wave-function renormalization factors ZQZQ̃ZΨ are given

by appropriate ratios of M
✘
✘✘CFT/MGUT . More precisely we expect:

ZQZQ̃ ∼
(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

MGUT

)∆UV (O†O)−∆IR(O†O)

ZΨ ∼
(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

MGUT

)∆UV (Ψ†Ψ)−∆IR(Ψ†Ψ)

. (4.17)

For the case of ΨSM states this is clear, though for O and the associated “quark states” this

notion of canonical normalization is somewhat more ambiguous, because it requires us to fix

the particle number for the external states. Here, we are fixing this ambiguity by appealing

to the normalizations of fields defined at the GUT scale. Finally, this approximation is only

expected to be valid if there is a small amount of mixing between the SM and probe states

10Since the notion of particle number is somewhat ill-defined at strong coupling, the more precise notion
is in terms of the overall charge under the 7hid-brane, and the expected energy density. To avoid being
overly pedantic, however, we shall often use the intuition of correlated “number densities”.
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in passing from the UV to the IR. Fortuitously, this is indeed the case [37].

In terms of the scaling dimensions of the operators in the IR, we find that the decay

rate is:

Γ(Qmed → Q†
hidΨ

†
SM) ∼ M

✘
✘✘CFT ·

(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

MGUT

)2ν

(4.18)

where to this level of approximation, ν is given by an effect associated with wave function

renormalization:

ν =
1

2
∆IR(O†

R
OR) +

1

2
∆IR(Ψ

†
RΨR)−

1

2
∆UV (O†

R
OR)−

1

2
∆UV (Ψ

†
RΨR). (4.19)

with the UV scale identified as the GUT scale, e.g., the scale at which the probe to Standard

Model coupling is first added.

The exact value of ν depends on the specific monodromy scenario, but numerically,

the difference between the UV and IR scaling dimensions is expected to be an order one

number somewhat less than one. In the examples of [37] it has been found that when

one ignores the effects of Wflux on the scaling dimensions, the difference in IR and UV

scaling dimension for Ψ is typically on the order of 0.1 − 0.2 (though in some scenarios

it can be slightly more) while the change to O is typically smaller. This provides a first

estimate of ν ∼ 0.2. In practice, this number may receive additional corrections due to

the scaling of non-chiral operators. Contributions from Wflux provide another source of

corrections to scaling dimensions. In Appendix B we show that if not treated as a small

perturbation, such corrections can lead to somewhat larger shifts in the scaling dimensions

of operators. Treated as a perturbation to the system, adding a small Wflux and allowing

some RG evolution provides a way to effectively tune the value of ν to match observation.

For all of these reasons, in what follows we view ν as an order one number somewhat less

than one, to be fit by various phenomenological constraints. In many of the cosmological

scenarios, the required value of ν is on the order of 0.5, which is remarkably close to these

crude considerations.

There are two points which the above computation highlights. Firstly, in passing from

the UV to the IR, the presence of wave-function renormalization can influence the decay

rate. This is basically the same as the fact that the decay rate depends on the differences

of the IR and UV scaling dimensions. Secondly, we see that in general, there is some

suppression of the decay rate due to this difference.

Let us now generalize this result to other types of decays. Basically, the idea is that for

each additional insertion of a Standard Model external state, there is a further suppression

by a factor of ǫ:

ǫ ≡
(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

MGUT

)ν

(4.20)
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To provide additional motivation for this prescription, we now consider an approximation

scheme in which we view O as an operator associated with a single particle meson state.

In this case, such meson states will have similar quantum numbers to those of a Standard

Model field. Canonically normalizing ΨSM and O, the mixing between the visible and probe

sector can be characterized as a shift in the interaction terms of Heff by operators OR of

the form:

OR → OR +

3∑

g=1

ǫgΨ
SM
R,g (4.21)

where ǫg is the mixing coefficient with the gth generation Standard Model field. The domi-

nant source of mixing is with the third generation of Standard Model fields, with additional

suppression by the profile of the lighter generations near the Yukawa point. For simplicity,

let us focus on the coupling to the third generation only, as this is the largest source of

matter/probe mixing.

Having the mixing term (4.21) switched on, we obtain from the effective interaction

Hamiltonian (4.11) couplings between the strong coupling states and the visible sector

fields:

δHeff ⊃
∑

R

ǫSMR ORΨ
SM
R +

∑

R1,R2,R;d1,d2

ǫd1,d2,SMR1,R2,R
Od1

R1
Od2

R2
ΨSM

R + · · ·

+
∑

R1,R2,R,R′;d1,d2

ǫd1,d2,SM,SM
R1,R2,R,R′ Od1

R1
Od2

R2
ΨSM

R ΨSM
R′ + · · · (4.22)

for a Standard Model field ΨSM
R of representation R. Here we are assuming an appropriate

notion of canonical normalization for the various modes. The first line denotes terms

involving one Standard Model field, where the ellipses denote terms having more than two

O’s. Likewise, the second line denotes terms involving two Standard Model fields, where

the ellipses denote terms having more than two O’s. For now, it is important to recall that

the representations R1, R2, · · · are constrained by invariance under SU(5)GUT and SU(5)⊥.

Here, we have inserted an explicit factor of ǫSM ∼ ǫ into the term linear in O and Ψ, based

on our discussion of the suppressed decay rates. In this sense, we are working in terms

of a basis of “canonically normalized fields”, though as we have already noted, the exact

definition of this normalization is somewhat ambiguous at strong coupling. Here, we have

fixed this ambiguity by working in terms of the scaling dimensions of fields at the GUT

scale.

In (4.22), the couplings ǫd1,d2,SMR1,R2,R
are of order ǫ while the couplings ǫd1,d2,SM,SM

R1,R2,R,R′ are of

order ǫ2, as it involves two Standard Model insertions. Let us note that in general we do

not expect a simple relation such as ǫd1,d2,SMR1,R2,R
= ǫ ·κd1,d2,d

R1,R2,R
to hold, since the actual coupling

involves a complicated overlap integral between the dyonic modes and the Standard Model

field. We also note that in the context of F-theory, the Standard Model states will be
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composed of multi-prong string junctions, though of fixed type dictated by the embedding

into the adjoint of E8. Finally, the ellipses now contains additional terms of higher order in

the number of Standard Model fields and also in the number of the gauge invariant dyonic

operators. The interaction term involving Ψn is suppressed by a factor of ǫn.

4.4 Baryon Number Violating Processes

For the purposes of generating a baryon asymmetry, we are especially interested in de-

cays which violate baryon number, and can therefore generate an asymmetry. From the

perspective of the SU(5)GUT group, such interactions will descend from interactions such

as the 5 × 10 × 10 and 5 × 5 × 10 interactions as well as higher order analogues. It is

well-known in the context of conventional four-dimensional GUTs that such terms induce

baryon number violating processes, basically because they involve couplings of the Higgs

triplets to the Standard Model fields. The states of the probe sector can function as Higgs

triplets, inducing similar baryon number violating processes. Let us note that generating

a baryon number violating process requires at least two Standard Model external states.

Such amplitudes are therefore of order ǫ2.

As an example of this type, consider the coupling of the 3 − 7vis string “Higgs triplet”

of the probe sector (denoted by T med
u ) to the Standard Model states. Disregarding the

U(1)D3 charge which we can always dress by appropriate 3 − 7hid spectator quarks, there

are interaction terms descending from the 5× 10× 10 of the form:

δLint ⊃ T med
u QSMQSM

∏

Qhid

Qhid + T med
u USMESM

∏

Qhid

Qhid (4.23)

where QSM , LSM and ESM are the quark doublet, lepton doublet and right-handed lepton

superfields of the MSSM, and each interaction has been dressed by some additional spectator

Qhid states.

An important distinction between usual GUT baryogenesis and the present context is

that the 3− 7vis strings participate in all decay processes. This means the (B − L) charge

assigned to the Higgs triplets of a usual four-dimensional GUT model will differ from that

of the 3 − 7vis string. In particular, some of the 3 − 7hid strings will also carry non-zero

(B−L) charge. Similar mechanisms with “dark baryons” have been discussed for example

in [46, 79].

In order to track the amount of baryon number violation in a given decay channel,

we appeal to the symmetries of our theory. In most realistic examples of F-theory GUT

scenarios, there is at least one, and sometimes two approximate global U(1) symmetries

realized on the 7hid-branes which persist to low energies. These are typically referred to

as U(1)PQ, and in the case of Dirac neutrino scenarios, there is another symmetry U(1)χ,
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which in an appropriate linear combination with U(1)Y corresponds to U(1)B−L [41, 49],

much as in conventional four-dimensional SO(10) GUT models. In both cases, these U(1)’s

originate from the Cartan subalgebra of SU(5)⊥. In the case where U(1)B−L is explicitly

broken due to the choice of tilting in the high scale theory, we can generically expect there

to be both (B + L) and (B − L) violating processes.

Focussing on theories which preserve U(1)χ, we note that some of the 3−7hid strings will

be charged under this factor as well. Let us note that the interactions of (4.22) are allowed

insofar as they are invariant under SU(5)GUT ×SU(5)⊥ and descend from representations of

E8. In such cases, it is immediate that there will be interactions that violate (B+L) while

preserving a generalized notion of (B − L). For instance, in cubic interactions involving

two Standard Model fields, there will be interactions such as

(5, 10)⊗ (10, 5)⊗ (10, 5) + (5, 10)⊗ (5, 10)⊗ (10, 5). (4.24)

As far as the SU(5)GUT part is concerned, these are precisely the (B + L) violating inter-

actions. Moreover, there will also be quartic or higher-point interactions which still involve

two Standard Model fields and violate (B + L) number. For instance, quartic interactions

of the type

(5, 10)⊗ (10, 5)⊗ (10, 5)⊗ (1, 75) + (5, 10)⊗ (5, 10)⊗ (10, 5)⊗ (1, 75) (4.25)

involve precisely the same field content as the cubic interactions and one additional state

transforming in the (1, 75) of SU(5)⊥. Again, let us stress that although these interactions

involve more than three fields, because we are at strong coupling, they are just as relevant.

We can also see that in a given decay, there is typically a non-zero amount of U(1)χ
induced in the visible sector, and a compensating amount generated in the hidden sector.

To illustrate this, it is helpful to return to the case of the “Higgs triplet decay”. This mode

is uncharged under U(1)χ as it is a 3 − 7vis string. Note, however, that QSM will have

non-zero charge under U(1)χ. The excess charge is carried by the 3 − 7hid strings. Thus,

there is a net conservation of U(1)χ between the two sectors. Note, however, that by charge

conservation each sector has non-zero charge density under U(1)χ. Similar considerations

also hold in Majorana neutrino scenarios which conserve an overall U(1)PQ. In other words,

though there is no net (B −L) violation once the visible and hidden sectors are taken into

account, there is a violation in a given sector, when treated separate from the rest of the

system.
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Comments on Proton Decay

Adding in an additional source of vector-like states to the Standard Model introduces

another potential source of modes which can induce proton decay. For example, under

SU(5)GUT , there will be states of the probe sector with the same quantum numbers as

Higgs triplets. It is known that Higgs triplet exchange in minimal four-dimensional SU(5)

GUTs is quite problematic, so it is of interest to study whether similar concerns would be

present here as well.

First let us note that dimension five operators such as:

λijkl

∫
d2θ

QiQjQkLl

MGUT

(4.26)

can be forbidden in F-theory GUT models by including an additional U(1) ⊂ E8 symmetry

under which the Standard Model fields are charged [24,74]. In principle, this symmetry may

be broken at some lower scale, though this is a more model dependent issue. However, to

give the broadest possible application to our scenario, let us now consider the contribution

to this dimension five operator from the probe sector in a fictitious model where there is

no protection from an effective U(1). The most stringent constraint comes from the limit

on λ112l . 10−10 (see [80–82]).

In this fictitious scenario, we observe that the coupling between the Standard Model to

hidden sector will involve an intermediate channel of probe sector states, coupled to four

external Standard Model states. Since these heavy states are expected to have mass on

the order of M
✘
✘✘CFT (as they are charged under SU(5)GUT ), we obtain our estimate for the

dimension five operator:

λ3333

∫
d2θ

Q3Q3Q3L3

MGUT

∼ αGUT ·ǫ4
∫

d2θ
Q3Q3Q3L3

M
✘
✘✘CFT

∼ αGUT ·
(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

MGUT

)4ν−1 ∫
d2θ

Q3Q3Q3L3

MGUT

.

(4.27)

Here we have included an additional suppression factor for each Standard Model mode of

order α
1/4
GUT coming from wrapping matter fields on GUT scale curves.

To obtain our estimate of λ112l, we should next consider the overlap of two first gen-

eration Standard Model fields with a second generation field, and a third generation field.

This really depends on the details of the monodromy scenario, which should then be folded

in with a discussion of wave function profiles. However, to get a rough sense, we use the

same estimates for wave function profiles and associated Yukawas obtained for example

in [52]. In this case, Yukawas involving the third, second and first generation are respec-

tively multiplied by powers of α0
GUT , α

1
GUT , α

2
GUT . In this fictitious scenario, this yields the
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net estimate for λ112l of order:

λ112l ∼ α6
GUT ·

(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

MGUT

)4ν−1

. (4.28)

Anticipating the numerical values of M
✘

✘✘CFT and ν to be found later in section 5 and taking

αGUT ∼ 1/25, we can for example take a high value of M
✘

✘✘CFT ∼ 1013 GeV and ν ∼ 0.6

associated with a “high dilution scenario”, obtaining λ112l ∼ 10−13, which is below the

present bound. As another example, we can also consider M
✘
✘✘CFT ∼ 1013 GeV and ν ∼ 1.2,

associated with a “low dilution scenario” in which case λ112l ∼ 10−21. Again, we stress

that additional suppression is expected from approximate U(1) symmetries. We therefore

conclude that even in the most conservative case, there is little danger of violating present

constraints from proton decay.

4.5 C and CP Violation at Strong Coupling

We now turn to sources of C and CP violation in the coupling between the probe and

visible sectors. Recall that the D3-bane probe theory descends from an N = 2 supersym-

metric theory, so in the UV, its spectrum is vector-like. Therefore, we expect that coupling

constants that enter H
(0)
eff do not source any C and CP violation.11 We also expect this

continues to be so even after we deform the N = 2 theory to N = 1 configurations. Further

deformation by coupling to the Standard Model is different, since the chiral matter fields

of the Standard Model are involved. So, we expect the coupling constants ǫ’s in (4.22)

must be complex valued, breaking C and CP explicitly. Note that in general this has the

structure of a large mixing matrix, which is also different from the weakly coupled case.

The overall decay rate for 3− 7vis strings is dominated by decays to a single Standard

Model state. Indeed, as explained earlier using general scaling properties of the approximate

conformal theory, we have:

ΓD ≡ Γ
(
Qmed → Ψ†

SM ⊗ any†hid

)
∼ |ǫ|2M

✘
✘✘CFT . (4.29)

we observe that this decay rate is actually suppressed below the SCFT breaking scale by

|ǫ|2. An important feature of the strongly coupled probe theory is that it is now more

difficult to give a weakly coupled particle interpretation to the final 3− 7hid strings and in

particular, may involve many soft 3 − 7hid states. This is analogous to QCD, where the

hadronization of a jet will typically contain, in addition to a few leptons, many soft pions.

This also means that it is difficult to relate in precise terms the net number of hidden sector

states which are created simultaneously with the visible sector states.

11In principle, however, the non-zero value of the strongly coupled theta angle for the U(1)D3 gauge
theory introduces another source of CP violation.
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Σ ... = ... + ... + ... + · · ·
I I ǫI I J ǫJ I ǫI

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Decay amplitude of 3−7vis state at strong coupling. The decay amplitude consists
of (a) diagonal interaction proportional to ǫSM,SM

I , (b) transitional interaction proportional
to ǫSM,SM

J times self-energy of initial state and (c) transitional interaction proportional to
ǫSM,SM
I times self-energy of the final state.

The decays involving a single Standard Model final state do not induce a net baryon

asymmetry. This is basically because the 3 − 7vis string and the Standard Model state

can always form a vector-like pair with respect to SU(5)GUT . Indeed, summing over all

hidden sector final states, we see that no asymmetry can be generated from such processes.

Generating an asymmetry requires us to include higher order decay processes involving at

least two Standard Model fields. Let us now estimate the amount of CP violation expected

from such processes.

The first step involves expanding the decay process according to the number of SM

fields. We argued above that (B +L)-violating, C and CP violating interactions involve at

least two SM fields. Since the mixing causes a suppression factor O(ǫ) per each SM field,

the leading contribution to the transition amplitude comes from the interactions involving

two SM fields. On the other hand, the number of Ohid operators involved in the transition

is not suppressed because of strong coupling of D3-brane dynamics. Consequently, for the

estimate, it is sufficient to consider the semi-inclusive process

QI
med → Ψ†

SMΨ†
SM ⊗

∞∑

n=1

QJ1†
hid · · ·QJn†

hid . (4.30)

We depict the process in figure 5. Note that each individual process is (B + L), C and

CP -violating.

The decay amplitude A involving QI
med → Ψ†

SMΨ†
SM ⊗∑∞

n=1Q
J1†
hid · · ·QJn†

hid is:

A ≃ ǫSM,SM
I +

∑

J

(
1

Σ + iΥ

)

IJ

ǫSM,SM
J + ǫSM,SM

I

∑

hid

(
1

Σ̃ + iΥ̃

)

hid

+ · · · (4.31)
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The three terms are contributions of the processes (a), (b) and (c) in figure 5. The mixing

coefficients ǫSM,SM
I , ǫSM,SM

J , · · · are of order O(ǫ2). Effects of strong D3-brane dynamics to

the initial SM states and of the final flavor states are summarized in the processes (b) and

(c), respectively. Of these, diagonal contribution of (b) (viz. I = J term) and all of (c) are

proportional to ǫSM,SM
I and hence to (a). On the other hand, off-diagonal contribution of

(b) (viz. I 6= J terms) are proportional to ǫSM,SM
J and hence are out-of-phase to (a). Quite

importantly, unitarity dictates that propagators on the mass-shell [Σ+ iΥ]−1 and [Σ̃+ iΥ̃]−1

have non-vanishing imaginary part, which takes the Breit-Wigner form with decay width

Υ, Υ̃ and which is C and CP invariant. Comparing the decay rate for QI
med and QI†

med, we

estimate the amount of CP violation to be

εICP =
Γ(QI

med → Ψ†
SMΨ†

SM ⊗ any†hid)− Γ(QI†
med → ΨSMΨSM ⊗ anyhid)

Γ(QI
med → any†) + Γ(QI†

med → any)

≃
∑

J

ΥIJ

MCFT

Im(ǫIǫ
∗
J )

|ǫI |2
(4.32)

∼ O(ǫ2). (4.33)

Let us note that in the above estimate, we have used the fact that above the CFT breaking

scale, the spectrum is scale invariant. In particular, this means that there will be 3 − 7vis
strings which can decay to other 3−7vis strings. This accounts for the various I−J mixing

terms appearing in figure 5. Such imaginary parts lead to a relative mismatch between the

leading order contribution depicted in figure (a) and the mixing terms of figures (b) and

(c), which are the analogues at strong coupling of loop order interference terms.

5 Cosmological Timeline

So far, we have focused on the particle physics content of a probe D3-brane near the

Standard Model. The main features of the model are summarized in figure 6. There are

mediator 3−7vis states which connect the probe to the SM. These heavy states then decay,

simultaneously generating a matter asymmetry in the visible and hidden sectors. The light

3− 7hid strings then correspond to the dark matter of the model.

One of the important features of this scenario is that the dynamics of the probe de-

termine both the mass of the dark matter, as well as the overall matter asymmetry. Phe-

nomenological considerations then require that if the dark matter yield is similar to the

baryon asymmetry yield, the mass of the dark matter and the yield are:

mDM ∼ 10 GeV and YDM ∼ 10−10. (5.1)
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Planck scale

M∗ 7-brane tilting scale

MGUT GUT breaking scale

M
✘
✘✘CFT CFT breaking scale

MU(1)D3
hidden sector U(1) mass scale

Mhid dark matter mass scale

Figure 6: Mass scales of the probe sector. At a scale M∗, the visible sector seven-brane
configuration is specified. GUT breaking takes place at a lower scale MGUT . The character-
istic mass of the mediator states or 3− 7vis strings is ∼ M

✘
✘✘CFT . The hidden sector contains

a dark U(1)D3 gauge boson, and dark matter given by 3 − 7hid strings. In the above we
depict a typical scenario in which the mass of this gauge boson is higher than that of the
dark matter.

In this section we show that remarkably, both of these conditions as well as several other

cosmological constraints can be satisfied for a range of parameters natural for such probe

sectors.

We begin by discussing the cosmological timeline for this scenario. See figure 7 for a

summary of the thermal history of this scenario. Our analysis begins after the Universe has

exited a period of inflation at a temperature TRH , given by the “reheating temperature”

of the inflaton. We shall assume that the inflaton decays predominantly to the Standard

Model/probe sector. After inflation ends, the Universe enters an era of radiation domi-

nation. In what follows we assume TRH > M
✘
✘✘CFT , in which case the probe theory and

the Standard Model are initially in thermal contact after inflation ends. This is achieved

through the exchange of the 3 − 7vis strings which are charged under both the visible and

hidden sector gauge groups. Let us note that even if we lower TRH , resonant preheating

processes can still provide a mechanism for efficiently populating an initial distribution of
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3−7vis strings. Such issues require specifying much more about the details of the inflation-

ary phase, however, and so for now we shall defer such questions to future work.

For cosmological considerations, it is important to have a rough estimate for the number

of relativistic degrees of freedom associated with the probe theory. Though the E-type probe

theories do not appear to admit a weakly coupled Lagrangian description, we can estimate

the number of effective “free field” degrees of freedom in terms of the central charge aIR
associated with any conformal field theory in four dimensions. In the examples studied

in [37], it was found that the value of aIR for realistic T-brane configurations is aIR ∼ 3±1.

In our normalization a chiral superfield has a (chiral superfield) = 1/48. On the other hand,

the number of relativistic degrees of freedom associated with a free chiral superfield is:

g∗(chiral superfield) = 2×
(
1 +

7

8

)
=

15

4
, (5.2)

where 1 is the contribution from the scalar components, and 7/8 is the contribution from

the fermionic components. We therefore conclude that the number of effective free field

degrees of freedom associated with the probe D3-brane theory is roughly:

g∗(D3-brane) =
15/4

1/48
× aIR ∼ 550± 200. (5.3)

This should be compared with the number of relativistic species in the MSSM, which is:

g∗(MSSM) = 228.75. (5.4)

In other words, there are a significant number of effective “free field” degrees of freedom in

the probe sector. Our expectation is that most of these degrees of freedom are associated

with the 3− 7vis strings. This is because the initial tilting of the seven-brane configuration

takes place within the SU(5)⊥ factor, and so mainly leads to heavy masses for the 3− 7hid
strings.12 This means that after the 3 − 7vis strings freeze out, most of the free field

relativistic degrees of freedom of the probe sector will have been depleted. Let us note,

however, that the running of the beta function leads to an effect on the order of two to four

5⊕ 5’s, which is a much smaller number.

The main source of communication between the probe D3-brane sector and the Stan-

dard Model sector is via the 3 − 7vis strings, which are charged under both gauge groups.

Kinetic mixing between the visible and hidden sector U(1)’s provides another source of

communication.

At the temperature T ∼ T f
med, the 3 − 7vis strings and potentially other heavy states

12Of course, this also produces a seesaw effect which makes some of the 3 − 7hid much lighter than the
3− 7vis strings.
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inflation

TRH (p)reheating

T f
med 3− 7vis freeze-out

T decay
med 3− 7vis decay

T f
hid 3− 7hid freeze-out

TBBN primordial nucleosynthesis

Figure 7: Cosmological timeline for visible and hidden sector matter production. After
inflation ends, the visible and hidden sectors remain in thermal contact due to 3 − 7vis
string mediator states. These states freeze out at a temperature T f

med which is within an

order of magnitude of M
✘
✘✘CFT . These modes decay at a a lower temperature T decay

med . This
decay generates a correlated baryon and dark matter asymmetry. The visible and hidden
sectors remain in thermal contact due to kinetic mixing between the visible sector U(1)vis
and hidden sector U(1)D3. At lower temperatures T f

hid near ∼ 10 GeV, the dark matter
3 − 7hid strings freeze out and the symmetric component of dark matter annihilates via
kinetic mixing effects.
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of the probe decouple from the thermal bath and freeze out. In most examples of freeze

out, this temperature is comparable to that of the mass of the species in question, though

there can be distinctions by factors of order 10 so that m/T f ∼ 10. To compute the relic

abundance generated from the decay of 3− 7vis states we should in principle integrate the

Boltzmann equations, taking account of 3− 7vis decays as well as the effects of the inverse

processes. This latter effect leads to thermal washout, the effect of which is included through

a multiplicative factor ηwashout. Washout is expected when the decay rate is fast compared

to the size of the Hubble patch.

The out-of-equilibrium decay of these heavy 3− 7vis strings violates the matter number

of the Standard Model and, as we have already seen also violates C and CP. Thus, the

Sakharov conditions are satisfied, and leads to a net amount of baryon asymmetry. Note

that this decay also includes light 3−7hid strings which are the dark matter of this scenario.

The relic abundances between the two sectors are thus correlated.13 Electroweak sphaleron

processes equilibrate the amount of baryon and lepton number in the visible sector, but as

we explain later, do not affect the matter asymmetry in the hidden sector.

The decay of the 3 − 7vis strings is expected to create a large number of 3 − 7hid
strings. Even so, the overall energy density is expected to be roughly comparable between

the two sectors. The overall number density of such hidden sector states consists of an

asymmetric component, which is correlated with the visible sector matter asymmetry, and

a large symmetric component, which is part of the hidden sector thermal bath. Due to the

strongly coupled nature of the U(1) gauge theory, this symmetric component can efficiently

annihilate to dark U(1) gauge bosons which then kinetically mix to visible sector radiation.

Upon freezing out, the 3 − 7hid strings continue to annihilate, depleting the symmetric

component of the dark matter. See for example [46] for related discussions of kinetic

mixing between visible and hidden sectors as a mechanism for depopulating the symmetric

component of the dark matter.

The matter asymmetry in the visible and hidden sectors is conveniently expressed in

terms of the yield of the species, which is the ratio of the number density to the entropy

density. This is a convenient quantity to compute because it remains constant as the

Universe expands. In our case, we have:

Y∆B ∼ YDM ∼ εCP · geff,med

g∗(M✘
✘✘CFT )

nmed

nrad
∼ εCP · geff,med

g∗(M✘
✘✘CFT )

ηwashout (5.5)

where in the above, geff,med ∼ 1 − 10 is the number of “free field” degrees of freedom

associated with the mediator states, counted in terms of GUT multiplets. The size of

13In principle, we should also consider the decay of the other heavy GUT singlets of the probe sector,
though such modes dominantly decay just to probe sector states, and so do not obviously generate an
asymmetry. The amount of entropy generated by such decays is comparable to that of the 3− 7vis decays,
so at this level of analysis we can neglect this effect.
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the beta function contribution to SU(5)GUT to the probe sector is of order two to four

5 ⊕ 5’s [37], so we expect geff,med ∼ 1 − 10. As usual, g∗(M✘
✘✘CFT ) ∼ 103 is the number of

relativistic degrees of freedom at a temperature T ∼ M
✘
✘✘CFT . Finally, 0 ≤ ηwashout < 1 is

a factor associated with thermal washout effects. In what follows, we shall typically take

geff,med/g∗(M✘
✘✘CFT ) ∼ 5 × 10−3. The final equality is obtained by equating the number

density of mediator 3− 7vis states nmed with that of the radiation as is the case for thermal

baryogenesis, with a washout factor given by ηwashout. As we explain later, the decay of the

3− 7med states is slow enough that there is not much washout.

The overall relic abundance stored in each species is then given as:

Ω∆Bh
2 =

ρ0Bh
2

ρ0c
=

s0h2

ρ0c
mBY∆B (5.6)

ΩDMh2 =
ρ0DMh2

ρ0c
=

s0h2

ρ0c
mDMYDM . (5.7)

where the superscripts denote present day values for the energy density (ρ0) and entropy

density (s0). To achieve an appropriate relic abundance, we require mDM ∼ 10 GeV as

usual in asymmetric dark matter scenarios (see for example [2, 3, 15, 16]). Let us note,

however, that this value should be viewed only as a rough estimate, since we do not know

the exact number density in the hidden sector. This subtlety can be potentially important

in other scenarios which aim to correlate the visible and hidden sector relic abundance, see

for example [47, 79].

In the remainder of this section, we discuss some additional details of this scenario.

First, we discuss how the symmetric component of the dark matter can efficiently annihilate

away to visible sector radiation, thus leading to the expected relation between the visible

and hidden sector dark matter asymmetries. Next, we discuss the effects of sphaleron

interactions, and explain why even when U(1)B−L ⊂ E8 is a symmetry of the seven-brane

configuration, sphaleron processes do not eliminate the visible sector matter asymmetry.

An additional subtlety in generating an appropriate relic abundance is the potential effects

of other issues in cosmology such as the over-production of gravitinos (especially in high

scale gauge mediation models common to some F-theory GUT scenarios [74–76, 83]), and

the potential effects of late decaying scalars. We explain how to account for these effects

in our scenario. After taking into account these subtleties, we discuss whether the probe

scenario is capable of satisfying various cosmological constraints. Quite remarkably, three

a priori different requirements – a correlated relic abundance, correct mass for the dark

matter, and the absence of significant thermal washout effects – are all satisfied for SCFT

breaking scales in the range of M
✘
✘✘CFT ∼ 109 − 1013 GeV. This is a remarkably predictive

feature of this scenario. After this, we briefly comment on prospects for detecting signatures

of this scenario.
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5.1 Depleting the Symmetric Component of the Dark Matter

In this subsection we discuss in greater detail how the visible and hidden sector maintain

thermal contact after the freeze out of the 3 − 7vis strings due to kinetic mixing. After

this, we explain how kinetic mixing leads to annihilation of a significant component of the

symmetric component of the dark matter.

Let us begin by discussing in more detail the thermal history of the visible and hidden

sectors after the freeze out of the 3−7vis strings. Even though the 3−7vis strings freeze out

and decay, the visible and hidden sectors remain in contact due to kinetic mixing effects.

There are various annihilation modes between the visible and hidden sector. In terms of a

weakly coupled Lagrangian description, the dominant annihilation mode is expected to be

s-channel annihilation Q†
hidQhid → Ψ†

SMΨSM which proceeds via an intermediate U(1)D3

which kinetically mixes with the visible sector photon. It is convenient to characterize such

annihilations in terms of a hidden sector “Fermi-constant”:

Ghid ∼
κmix · ghidgvis

M2
U(1)D3

(5.8)

where κmix is the amount of kinetic mixing. The expected annihilation cross section at high

and low temperatures is then given by:

σann ∼
{

G2
hidM

4
U(1)D3

T−2 for T & MU(1)D3

G2
hidM

2
hid for T . MU(1)D3

}
(5.9)

The presence of such an annihilation mode allows the hidden sector to remain in thermal

contact with the visible sector. Since we expect the mass of the U(1)D3 to be somewhat

similar to the mass of the dark matter, which is in turn close to the weak scale, this is

similar to visible sector annihilations which are mediated by Z0-bosons. In other words,

thermal contact is maintained between the visible and hidden sectors until quite late.

Let us now discuss the fate of the symmetric component of the dark matter. By conven-

tion, the number nDM − nDM > 0 is referred to as the number density for the asymmetric

component, and nDM refers to the number density of the symmetric component. To com-

pute the overall relic abundance between the visible and hidden sector, recall that we can

track the matter asymmetry via the conserved U(1)7hid ⊂ E8 of the 7hid-brane. In the

visible sector, most of the matter and anti-matter will annihilate away efficiently to mass-

less radiation, leaving only a net matter asymmetry. In the hidden sector, the situation is

somewhat different, because the annihilation involves a gauge boson which has a mass. It

is therefore important to study how much of the symmetric component of the dark matter

candidate is able to annihilate back to visible sector radiation.

If no annihilation occurs, there is a potentially serious issue with the overall relic abun-
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dance. Indeed, in such a world, the yield for the symmetric component would be order one,

and would therefore be significantly higher than that of the asymmetric component. this is

a generic issue in “asymmetric dark matter” scenarios, discussed for example in [15]. The

basic idea is that there must be some way to deplete the symmetric component of dark

matter. The presence of kinetic mixing is one way to accomplish this transfer discussed for

example in [46, 84].

There are two different thermal histories for the symmetric component in our probe

sector scenario, which depend on the relative masses of the 3 − 7hid strings and the dark

U(1)D3 gauge boson. As we now explain, in both cases we find that most of the symmetric

component is eliminated by kinetic mixing to the visible sector. Consider first the case

MU(1)D3
< Mhid. Here, the symmetric component annihilates away into hidden sector

radiation, given by dark U(1)D3 gauge bosons. These dark photons then decay to visible

sector states, with decay rate MU(1)D3
×κ2

mix. For typical values of κmix ∼ 10−3, we see that

this decay occurs on timescales much faster than the onset of big bang nucleosynthesis.

Next consider the caseMhid < MU(1)D3
, which is in some sense the more generic situation

to expect if the hidden sector develops weak scale vevs induced by supersymmetry breaking

effects. Here, the dark photons instead decay back into the symmetric component of dark

matter. After the 3− 7hid strings freeze out from the thermal bath they can still efficiently

annihilate to Standard Model particles. Let us now discuss the net yield expected from the

symmetric component.

In the special case where there is no matter asymmetry for the 3 − 7hid strings, we

can apply the standard freeze out computation of the yield for the symmetric component

(see for example [21]). This yields a very conservative estimate for the overall yield of the

symmetric component:

Ysymm . Ycnsrv ∼

√
g∗(T

f
hid)

g∗S(T
f
hid)

xf
hid

MhidMplσann
∼ G−2

hid

M3
hidMPL

(5.10)

where here, Mpl ∼ 1019 GeV is the Planck mass and xf
hid = Mhid/T

f
hid, with T f

hid the freeze

out temperature for the 3− 7hid strings. In other situations, xf ∼ 1− 10, and we shall use

a similar estimate here. Hence, we see that the symmetric component of dark matter is of

order 10−10 or less provided G
−1/2
hid < 105 GeV. Insofar as we expect MU(1)D3

to be close to

the mass of the dark matter, e.g. 10 GeV, and κmix ∼ √
αD3 · αY /4π ∼ 10−3−10−2, we see

that the yield for the symmetric component will be smaller than that of the visible sector.

Hence, we see that in a scenario where a dark matter asymmetry is also created, there is

little danger of overproducing the symmetric component. Let us comment that in scenarios

with additional dilution effects, the yield Ycnsrv can be even bigger than 10−10 because the

asymmetric yield Yasymm must also be increased. This enables smaller values of κmix, and
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larger values of MU(1)D3
. In this way, we can accommodate larger masses for the U(1)D3

gauge boson, up to around 103 GeV.

As we have already mentioned, this is actually a quite conservative overestimate for the

yield of the symmetric component of dark matter. The reason is that there is a further

suppression from the presence of an overall dark matter asymmetry. Indeed, annihilations of

theDM ’s can proceed for longer, because they see an effectively large number ofDM states.

This can also be seen directly by integrating the Boltzmann equations, where the existence

of an asymmetric part changes the boundary conditions for these differential equations.

This leads to an effective exponential suppression of the form exp (−A) in nDM [85]. Here,

A ∼ Ycnsrv/Yasymm. This point has been stressed in the specific context of related scenarios

with kinetic mixing, such as [46].

For all of these reasons, we see that generically, the symmetric component is expected

to be depleted for generic values of the kinetic mixing parameter κmix and “dark photon”

mass MU(1)D3
. Let us note that such considerations are also in accord with various model

independent bounds on the mass of the U(1)D3 and the overall amount of kinetic mixing,

studied for example in [86]. For example, taking MU(1)D3
∼ 20 GeV, κmix ∼ 10−3 is

compatible with present bounds.

5.2 B − L and Sphalerons

Since we are assumingM
✘
✘✘CFT is above the scale of the electroweak phase transition, sphaleron

interactions are expected to enforce the condition B + L = 0 after equilibration [87].

Sphaleron processes are a non-perturbative phenomenon associated with the fact that B

and L are anomalous in the Standard Model. In the Standard Model, the corresponding

currents satisfy the relation:

∂µj
µ
B = ∂µj

µ
L = Ngen ×

(
g2

32π2
WµνW̃

µν − g′2

32π2
FµνF̃

µν

)
(5.11)

where Wµν is the SU(2)L field strength, W̃µν is its dual, and Fµν is the hypercharge field

strength, with F̃µν its dual. The conversion of the baryon number current to the lepton

number current can be viewed as mediated by the combination of two triangle diagrams

joined by a non-perturbative sphaleron process. In each triangle diagram, chiral matter

fields of the Standard Model run in the corresponding loop. The importance of the sphaleron

process is that it enforces B + L = 0 in the end.

In the simplest GUT baryogenesis scenarios with conserved (B − L), this can be prob-

lematic, because simultaneously setting B+L = 0 and B−L = 0 also eliminates all baryon

asymmetry. On the other hand, sphaleron processes are actually beneficial in leptogene-

sis scenarios, as they provide a way to convert an initial lepton asymmetry to a baryon
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asymmetry [19].

As we now explain, the specific (B − L) charge assignment for the 3 − 7vis strings

leads to a net violation of (B − L) in the visible sector which cannot be removed by

sphaleron processes. Let us first note that in F-theory GUT scenarios with Majorana

neutrinos, U(1)B−L is already explicitly broken at a very high scale. In the probe D3-brane

this translates to a specific choice of tilting parameter Φ(Z1, Z2). Since U(1)B−L is not a

symmetry of the probe D3-brane, there is no reason to expect any B − L conservation. In

such a situation we generically expect sphaleron processes to erase some, but not all of the

initial asymmetry.

Focusing now on scenarios where (B − L) is preserved as can happen in the Dirac

neutrino scenarios of [41, 49], U(1)B−L is given as a linear combination of U(1)Y and an

additional U(1)χ ⊂ SU(5)⊥ ⊂ E8. As noted in subsection 4.4, if one just tracks the U(1)χ
charge in the visible sector, the decay of 3− 7vis strings appears to violate (B − L). What

has happened is that the 3 − 7hid strings carry net U(1)χ charge. From the form of the

decay processes we have been considering, we see that the excess (B − L) charge has been

“hidden away”in the dark sector! This is similar to the asymmetric dark matter scenarios

of [46, 84]. As a brief aside, let us observe that symmetry considerations alone strongly

constrain the way the (B − L) is generated in the visible and hidden sector. For example,

due to the interactions amongst the 3 − 7vis strings, there is no way to consistently assign

a non-zero U(1)χ charge to the messenger 3− 7vis strings.

This excess (B − L) charge in the hidden sector cannot be removed by electroweak

sphaleron processes. Indeed, since the D3-brane probe sector is a vector-like theory, its con-

tribution to all triangle diagrams vanishes. In other words, there is no way for a sphaleron

process to convert the excess of U(1)χ charge present in the hidden sector back to the vis-

ible sector. Since Bvis − Lvis 6= 0 in the visible sector, such sphalerons will simply impose

a relation between the net baryon and lepton asymmetry via the equilibration condition

Bvis + Lvis = 0. In the context of weakly coupled scenarios such as leptogenesis, one can

compute the exact conversion rate from leptons to baryons, which is an order one number

somewhat less than one. In the present context, we cannot deduce this exact value, because

it depends on the excess amount of 10’s versus 5’s created. Nevertheless, this will again be

an order one number.

5.3 Gravitinos and Late Entropy Production

Another issue which is quite common in supersymmetric theories, especially, in high-scale

gauge mediation scenarios is the potential over-production of gravitinos [88, 89]. The pro-

duction rate was carefully studied in [90]. As reviewed for example in [44], for a 10 − 100

MeV mass gravitino, the resulting relic abundance turns out to be larger than the dark
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matter relic abundance by a factor of ∼ 104. One way to evade this over-closure is to sim-

ply lower the reheating temperature of inflation so that the relic abundance is sufficiently

low. Another way to evade this constraint in the context of F-theory GUT scenarios is to

consider the dynamics of a late decaying scalar such as the saxion. As found in [44] (see

also [91,92]), the oscillations of this scalar can come to dominate the energy density of the

Universe. Its subsequent decays can then lead to an effective dilution of order Ddecay ∼ 10−4.

Depending on the exact choice of initial amplitude for this scalar, this can either dilute away

all gravitinos to a negligible value, or in certain cases allow such gravitinos to make up a

significant component of the dark matter relic abundance.

Though we do not wish to commit to a particular scenario for gravitino cosmology

or late decaying scalars in this paper, let us note that our previous considerations can

accommodate such dilution effects. The main change is to the overall yield, which must be

multiplied by a “dilution factor” D, which is the ratio of the entropy densities before and

after the decay of a mode which has come to dominate the energy density of the universe:

Ddecay =
sbefore

safter
. (5.12)

Recall that the yield is given by the ratio of the number density to the present entropy

density. Hence, the yields of all species before and after decay are related by:

Y after = Ddecay · Y before. (5.13)

Note, however, that this relation preserves the basic relation connecting the yields of visible

and hidden sector abundances:
Y after
∆B

Y after
DM

∼ Y before
∆B

Y before
DM

. (5.14)

Thus, even in the presence of dilution the visible and hidden sector relic abundances gen-

erated by the probe theory will still be correlated, still requiring the dark matter mass to

be on the order of 10 GeV.

5.4 A Confluence of Parameters

Up to now, we have written all estimates in terms of the parameters of the SCFT breaking

scale. This sets up a potentially significant source of tension for the probe D3-brane sector,

because this single scale and various order one parameters of the SCFT must satisfy three

a priori independent requirements. First, we have required that the relic abundances of

dark matter and visible matter be correlated. This imposes a condition on the mass of the

dark matter, which in turn fixes the SCFT breaking scale. Further, we have demanded

that the actual relic abundance comes out correctly. Finally, to generate the right relic
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abundance, there must not be significant thermal washout effects. In this subsection we

show that all of these requirements are satisfied when the CFT breaking scale is on the

order of ∼ 109 − 1013 GeV, where the specific value depends on the choice of intersecting

seven-brane configuration for the visible sector.

The first point we should address is the correlation between the visible sector matter

asymmetry, and the hidden sector asymmetry. As mentioned previously, in a given decay

process of a 3− 7vis string mediator state into Standard Model states and some number of

3− 7hid states, we should not expect a simple match between the visible and hidden sector

degrees of freedom. However, as we have already noted, there is an effective 7hid charge

deposited to the visible sector and the hidden sector. Since the initial relic abundance is

neutral under the local charge from the 7hid-brane, we conclude that the magnitude of the

charge densities in each sector is equal. This is quite important, because although we do

not have an exact count of the number of degrees of freedom created through an individual

decay process, most of these states rejoin a strongly coupled thermal bath anyway. In

this sense, we can still correlate the effective matter asymmetries in the visible and hidden

sectors:

n∆B ∼ nDM (5.15)

which in turn leads to a correlation between the yields of the two species:

Y∆B ∼ YDM . (5.16)

Since the energy density stored in a non-relativistic species is proportional to its mass,

we then obtain the phenomenological requirement that to explain the appropriate relic

abundance of dark matter from this hidden sector,

mDM

mB
∼ 10. (5.17)

This leads to the requirement that the dark matter is on the order of 10 GeV in mass.

This is the same condition common to most asymmetric dark matter scenarios (see for

example [2, 3, 15]). Of course, this precise value can be affected by various order one

quantities which can push the required mass of the 3− 7hid masses either up or down.

Let us now turn to the actual relic abundance computation. We expect there to be

only a small amount of washout from inverse decay processes which convert 3 − 7hid and

Standard Model states back to 3 − 7vis strings. The reason is that in order for inverse

processes to proceed efficiently, these decay products must be produced before they can

separate by more than a Hubble patch. Washout effects are expected mainly when the

decay rate is faster than the scale set by one Hubble patch:

H|T=M
✘
✘CFT

< ΓD (5.18)
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whereH|T=M
✘
✘CFT

is the value of the Hubble parameter at the temperature of SCFT breaking,

and ΓD is the decay rate of the 3− 7vis states. Plugging in our estimate of ΓD obtained in

section 4, fast washout occurs when:

1.66
√
g∗(M✘

✘✘CFT )
M2

✘
✘✘CFT

Mpl
< M

✘
✘✘CFT ·

(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

MGUT

)2ν

(5.19)

where here ν ∼ 1.

In our case, the decay rate for the 3 − 7vis strings is comparatively slow. For example,

when M
✘
✘✘CFT ∼ 1013 GeV and ν = 1, we obtain ΓD ∼ 106 GeV, while H|T=M

✘
✘CFT

∼ 4 × 108

GeV. In other words, the decay of the 3− 7vis states is slow enough that we do not expect

significant thermal washout.

In some scenarios, especially those where over-production of the matter asymmetry is

required (as when Ddecay ≪ 1), some washout may occur. This is because increasing the

production also requires increasing the decay rate ΓD, which in turn can lead to some

washout since ΓD & H|T=M
✘
✘CFT
. This leads to a Boltzmann suppression factor in the

overall yield, which amounts to a value of ηwashout ∼ H|T=M
✘
✘CFT
/ΓD. It would be interesting

to perform a more precise analysis of washout in such cases, though this would require

computation in strongly coupled probe sector. In such cases we shall simply absorb such

washout effects into a net dilution factor:

Dnet ≡ Ddecay · ηwashout. (5.20)

Taking into account various dilution effects, the baryon asymmetry yield is:

Y∆B ∼ Dnet
geff,med

g∗(M✘
✘✘CFT )

·
(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

MGUT

)2ν

(5.21)

where ν is an order one number which is set by the scaling dimensions of operators in the

CFT, and is expected to be less than one. On the other hand, obtaining the correct dark

matter relic abundance leads to a different relation:

ΩDM

Ω∆B
∼ M

✘
✘✘CFT

mB
·
(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

M∗

)α

(5.22)

for α ∼ O(1) depending on the details of the seven-brane monodromy scenario. In weakly

coupled models, α = 1, 2, 3, though there can be corrections to this based on D-term

contributions. As explained earlier, we expect such effects to be small.

Varying over α ∼ O(1), we can solve for M
✘
✘✘CFT and ν subject to the conditions imposed

on the rest of the scenario. For concreteness, we take α = n = 1, 2, 3 an integer to get a

sense of the various allowed values. The ratio of the CFT breaking scale to M∗ must then
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simultaneously satisfy the constraints:

10−10 ∼ Dnet

g∗(M✘
✘✘CFT )

·
(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

MGUT

)2ν

,
ΩDM

Ω∆B

∼ M
✘
✘✘CFT

mB

·
(
M

✘
✘✘CFT

M∗

)n

. (5.23)

Here we display the numerical values of the resulting parameters, in the cases with and with-

out dilution. For the purposes of illustration, we take g∗(M✘
✘✘CFT ) ∼ 103, geff,med/g∗(M✘

✘✘CFT ) ∼
5× 10−3, MGUT ∼ 2× 1016 GeV and M∗ ∼ 1017 GeV.

Dnet ∼ 1 ν M
✘

✘✘CFT (GeV) ΓD (GeV) H|T=M
✘
✘CFT

(GeV)

n = 1 0.5 1× 109 5× 101 4× 100

n = 2 0.8 5× 1011 2× 104 1× 106

n = 3 1.1 1× 1013 5× 105 4× 108

Dnet ∼ 10−2 ν M
✘

✘✘CFT (GeV) ΓD (GeV) H|T=M
✘
✘CFT

(GeV)

n = 1 0.4 1× 109 5× 103 4× 100

n = 2 0.6 5× 1011 1× 106 2× 106

n = 3 0.8 1× 1013 5× 107 4× 108

Dnet ∼ 10−4 ν M
✘

✘✘CFT (GeV) ΓD (GeV) H|T=M
✘
✘CFT

(GeV)

n = 1 0.2 1× 109 5× 105 4× 100

n = 2 0.4 5× 1011 2× 108 1× 106

n = 3 0.5 1× 1013 5× 109 4× 108

(5.24)

In the scenarios where ΓD > H|T=M
✘
✘CFT
, some amount of thermal washout is expected. In

the above table, this has been absorbed into the value of Dnet.

Let us comment on the numerical values found in this table. In all cases, the CFT

breaking scale is in the rather narrow range of 109 − 1013 GeV. Further, we see that the

exponent ν associated with details of scaling dimensions in the CFT is on the order of ν ∼ 1,

though it is typically less than one. In the “chiral approximation” to scaling dimensions

found in [37], one can estimate ν to be on the order of ∼ 0.2 in many examples. Of course,

as we have already mentioned, the actual decay amplitude involves various non-chiral data,

and further, the precise value of ν can be tuned by including contributions from Wflux. By

inspection of the table, we find that in most cases, the amount of washout is compatible

with achieving the correct yield. We also see that in scenarios where dilution from Ddecay

is significant, the more favorable scenarios are those with larger values of n.

Quite remarkably, even without detailed information about the strongly coupled sector,

we have landed on a consistent scenario of stringy matter genesis which simultaneously

correlates the mass and the relative relic abundances of visible and dark matter!
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5.5 Prospects for Detection

In the previous sections we have seen that in a range of parameters natural for probe D3-

branes, the mass of the dark matter, and relic abundances are compatible with observation.

Though a full treatment is beyond the scope of the present paper, in this subsection we

briefly comment on the prospects for detecting this type of dark matter.

A novelty of the scenario considered here is that it involves a strongly coupled U(1)

gauge theory. Moreover, as explained in section 3, we expect there to generically be both

light electric and magnetic states charged under the hidden U(1)D3. These states can in

turn interact with the visible sector through electric and magnetic kinetic mixing terms.

As far as we are aware, the phenomenological signatures associated with magnetic mixing

are not well explored, though it would clearly be of interest to study such effects. See [93]

for some discussion on the effects of dark magnetic dipoles as a potential explanation of

various anomalies in some dark matter experiments.

Putting aside such concerns, let us now turn to constraints from various direct detec-

tion experiments. At some level, such signatures are unavoidable, because in order for the

present model to avoid over-producing a symmetric component of dark matter, it is neces-

sary for this component to annihilate to visible sector radiation. This sort of cross section

may also show up in the scattering of dark matter off of nuclei.14 To illustrate the basic

idea, we focus on scenarios where the mass of the U(1) is heavier than that of the dark

matter. The estimate for the annihilation cross-section is roughly:

σann ∼ G2
hid ·M2

hid. (5.25)

Typical values for this cross section can range from 10−38 cm2 in the case of Mhid ∼
MU(1)D3

∼ 10 GeV to 10−50 cm2 in the case of MDM ∼ 10 GeV and MU(1)D3
∼ 103

GeV. Viewing this as a very rough estimate for the characteristic size of a t-channel dark

matter/nucleon cross-section, we see that nucleon scattering with dark matter may be in

an accessible range in such models. We again must caution that at this point, various

theoretical uncertainties, as well as the competition between electric and magnetic mixing

and how this interacts with nuclei all figure into the discussion. For example, note that

holding all other parameters fixed, increasing MU(1)D3
from 10 GeV up to 103 GeV, will

cause the cross section to decrease by a factor of 10−12. One expects this to be correlated

with the value of the conservative estimate on the symmetric component of the yield, Ycnsrv,

though the precise relation involves various theoretical uncertainties.

Suspending such concerns, let us at least see whether this scenario could be compatible

with present experimental bounds. As an example, modulo various astrophysics effects,

14The dark matter mass is lighter than ∼ 100 GeV, so we do not expect a signal to be generated for the
PAMELA and FERMI experiments.
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figure 5 of [94] indicates a bound on the spin-independent elastic WIMP/nucleon cross

section of order 10−41− 10−42 cm2 for a 10 GeV WIMP. Note, however, that even changing

the mass of the WIMP to 5 GeV already significantly weakens the bound to 10−40 cm2.

Given all of the theoretical uncertainties in the present model, we see that our present

considerations are close to this range. Considering how tightly the other elements of the

model hang together, it would clearly be of interest to investigate further the expected

prospects for direct detection. Additional novel signatures may be present due to the

presence of both electric and magnetic mixing with the visible sector. We leave this as an

exciting direction for future investigation.

6 Conclusions

D3-branes probes of Yukawa points are well-motivated extensions of the Standard Model in

F-theory GUTs. In this paper we have seen that such probe theories lead to a rich additional

sector which can extend the Standard Model at higher energy scales. Breaking the CFT

leads to a hierarchy of mass scales in which matter charged under SU(5)GUT is naturally

heavier than some of the 3− 7hid strings neutral under the GUT group. We have also seen

that in a cosmological scenario, the freeze out and subsequent decay of such 3−7vis strings

induce a baryon asymmetry, with a correlated relic abundance in the hidden sector. For

suitable values of the CFT breaking scale, both the correct relic abundances, and baryon

asymmetry will be achieved. In the remainder of this section we discuss potential future

directions of investigation.

Let us note that although we have phrased our discussion in terms of a D3-brane probe

in F-theory, similar considerations also hold for model building in heterotic M-theory, where

via dualities, the role of the D3-brane is replaced by an M5-brane. This widens the ap-

plicability of this class of models, providing a natural mechanism for generating a baryon

asymmetry and correlated dark matter relic abundance in many string based models.

A novel feature of these probe sectors is that both electric and magnetic kinetic mixing

are generically present. This sector features a strongly coupled U(1) sector, and rather

exotic dark matter states which may lead to novel phenomenological signatures, especially

in various direct detection experiments. It would clearly be interesting to understand such

effects better.

In this paper we have focused on the effects of such a probe D3-brane after the Universe

has already inflated. We have also seen that the D3-brane contains various higher dimension

operators, and in particular, that such scaling effects can lead to flattened out effective

potentials for the motion of the D3-brane. It would be interesting to see whether the motion

of the D3-brane would lead to a phenomenologically viable inflationary phase, given that

in general, a strongly coupled inflaton sector is in conflict with observations [95]. Note that
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the D3-brane could naturally couple to the visible sector matter, and the inflaton decay

(if made of 3 − 7vis strings) would, as in this paper, simultaneously generate a visible and

hidden sector relic abundance. This would be a non-thermal production mechanism, which

could nevertheless retain the main features of the scenario presented here.

We have also seen that depending on the details of the T-brane configuration, various

hierarchical mass scales can be realized in the probe sector. Indeed, one of the main

points of this paper has been that the 3 − 7vis strings charged under the Standard Model

gauge group are heavier than those of the 3 − 7hid sector. Though in this paper we have

focused on scenarios where the SCFT breaking scale is in the range of ∼ 109 − 1013 GeV,

it is also interesting to contemplate the effects of far lower, TeV scale SCFT breaking,

perhaps correlated with the scale of visible sector superpartner masses. This would provide

a concrete stringy realization of a hidden valley scenario [96], which could also naturally

accommodate some GUT-like structures. It is tempting to also speculate that due to

their very low mass, there may be a sense in which the dynamics of the 3 − 7hid sector

is still approximately conformal, even below the scale of CFT breaking. This may realize

an unparticle scenario [97], with a possibly colored unparticle sector [98]. It would be

interesting to study the associated collider signatures for such a scenario.
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A CFT Scaling Dimensions

In this Appendix we review the scaling dimensions of operators in the N = 1 Φ-deformation

of the N = 2 Minahan-Nemeschansky theory with E8 flavor symmetry studied in [36].

In the N = 2 Minahan-Nemeschansky theory with E8 flavor symmetry, the Coulomb

branch is parameterized by a dimension six field Z, and the Higgs branch is parameterized

by a dimension two operator O in the adjoint of E8. The probe D3-brane also contains

a decoupled hypermultiplet Z1 ⊕ Z2. The dimensions of the operators of the N = 1

Φ-deformed theory are organized according to their SU(5)⊥ representation content. For
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example, the infrared R-symmetry of the corresponding N = 1 theory is given by:

RIR = RUV +

(
t

2
− 1

3

)
JN=2 − tT3 + u1U1 + u2U2. (A.1)

Here, U1 and U2 are U(1) generators associated with phase rotation of the fields Z1 and Z2,

JN=2 is a U(1) such that the O’s parameterizing the Higgs branch of the N = 2 theory have

charge −2, Z has charge 12 and Z1 and Z2 each have charge −1. T3 is a Cartan generator

in SU(5)⊥ specified by the Jordan block structure of the constant part of Φ. In addition,

the coefficients u1 and u2 are:

u1 =

(
S1 +

3

2

)
t− 1 (A.2)

u2 =

(
S2 +

3

2

)
t− 1 (A.3)

where S1 and denotes the T3 charge of the corresponding operator OS1
with lowest T3 charge

which multiplies Z1 in TrE8
(Φ(Z1, Z2) · O). Similar considerations hold for S2. Here, t is a

coefficient which is fixed by a-maximization [99]. We parameterize all operator dimensions

in terms of the ratio of the IR to UV scaling dimension of the operator Z via [36]:

ρ =
∆IR(Z)

∆UV (Z)
=

3

2
t. (A.4)

In terms of ρ, the scaling dimensions of the chiral operators Z1, Z2, Z and Os are:

∆ (Z1) = (S1 + 1) ρ (A.5)

∆ (Z2) = (S2 + 1) ρ (A.6)

∆ (Z) = ∆UV (Z)ρ (A.7)

∆ (Os) = 3− (s+ 1)ρ (A.8)

where Os is an operator with T3 charge s.

Denote by wi the spin content of the five components of the fundamental of SU(5)⊥
under the T3 generator. There are various representations of SU(5)⊥ to keep track of; the

singlet, given by s = 0, the adjoint representation s = wi −wj, the 10 given by s = wi +wj

for i 6= j, the 5 given by s = wi, and the various conjugate representations. We can now
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see that the scaling dimensions of the various O operators are:

∆
(
O(24,1)

)
= 3− ρ (A.9)

∆
(
O(1,24)

)
= 3− (wi − wj + 1)ρ (A.10)

∆
(
O(10,5)

)
= 3− (wi + 1)ρ (A.11)

∆
(
O(5,10)

)
= 3− (wi + wj + 1)ρ (A.12)

∆
(
O(10,5)

)
= 3 + (wi − 1)ρ (A.13)

∆
(
O(5,10)

)
= 3 + (wi + wj − 1)ρ. (A.14)

By inspection the operator O with the lowest scaling dimension descends from the (1, 24)

of SU(5)GUT × SU(5)⊥. In other words, the O operators which are not charged under

SU(5)GUT have lower scaling dimension.

B Fixed Points with Wflux

In this Appendix, we study whether adding terms quadratic in the Zi fields will induce

a flow to a new IR fixed point of the probe theory. The case of linear deformations was

studied in [36], where it was found that deformations linear in Z1 and Z2 do not induce a

flow to a new interacting fixed point. By contrast, in most viable models based on a point

of E8, Z is an irrelevant operator, and does not affect the IR behavior of the theory.

Our starting point is the E8 Minahan-Nemeschansky theory, which we imagine deform-

ing by terms of the form:

δWtilt + δWflux = TrE8
(Φ (Z1, Z2) · O) +mabZaZb +O(Z3

a) (B.1)

we do not consider terms linear in the Za since flavor physics considerations already require

a critical point at the origin. If necessary, we can forbid all of δWflux because it breaks

additional flavor symmetries of the probe sector.

To analyze whether we flow to a new interacting SCFT, we demand that some of

these deformation are marginal in the infrared. Marginality of some of the terms in

TrE8
(Φ (Z1, Z2) · O) has been studied in [36] and fixes the form of the IR R-symmetry

up to one undetermined parameter t. If we now also require some of the terms quadratic

in the Za’s to be marginal in the IR, we can now solve for t. First, we observe that not all

of these terms can be simultaneously marginal in the infrared. Following the conventions

of [36] that Z1 multiplies a component of O with the lowest scaling dimension, it follows

that the dimension of Z1 is always greater than or equal to the dimension of Z2. It is

therefore enough to focus on demanding (Z2)
2 is marginal in the IR.
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If we demand that (Z2)
2 is marginal in the IR, we obtain the condition:

2 = RIR((Z2)
2) = RUV ((Z2)

2) +

(
t

2
− 1

3

)
JN=2((Z2)

2) + u1U1((Z2)
2) (B.2)

with conventions as in Appendix A. The JN=2 charge of Z2 is −1. Solving for t yields:

t =
2

2µ2 − 1
=

1

S2 + 1
. (B.3)

Note that due to the additional constraints, we do not need to invoke a-maximization to

determine the IR R-symmetry. Let us compute the scaling dimensions of the operators

at this new candidate fixed point. Using the summary of operator dimensions given in

Appendix A, we find:

∆ (Z1) =
3

2

S1 + 1

S2 + 1
(B.4)

∆ (Z2) =
3

2
(B.5)

∆ (Z) =
3

2

∆UV (Z)

S2 + 1
(B.6)

∆ (Os) = 3− 3

2

s+ 1

S2 + 1
. (B.7)

In our conventions, S1 ≥ S2, which is consistent with Z2 having the lowest scaling dimension

of all the Zi. Let us quickly check that there are no violations of the unitarity bound in

this example. This is immediate for all fields except Os. In that case, we observe that in

the most generic examples of T-brane configurations, the value of s will be bounded above

by S1. In such situations, the dimension of ∆ (Os) is bounded below by:

∆ (Os) ≥ 3− 3

2

S1 + 1

S2 + 1
. (B.8)

In most realistic models, S2 is typically 1 or 2 and S1 is typically 2 or 3, so we see that

there are no obvious violations of the unitarity bound.

It is also of interest to compute the further effects of deforming by Standard Model fields

through the couplings ΨSM
R · OR [37]. Here, ΨSM

R refers to a third generation chiral matter

field, or either of the Higgs fields. This is because these modes have maximal overlap with

the probe D3-brane. In [37] a more complete analysis of such fixed points is performed,

where it is shown that with the contribution from Wflux switched off, the perturbation by

the Standard Model fields leads to only a small shift in the overall scaling dimension of the

Standard Model fields. Here, we consider the effects of quadratic terms in the Zi as well

as further perturbations by operators such as ΨSM
R · OR. If the mode ΨSM

R does not couple
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to other Standard Model fields, it will come equipped with an additional U(1) symmetry

which acts only on this field. Denote this by U(1)Ψ. This rephasing symmetry will be

broken by the presence of non-trivial Yukawa couplings in the visible sector.

There is a subtlety here, because the visible sector Yukawa couplings are generated

by the same fluxes which induce a potential for the D3-brane [35]! Thus, once we have

switched on the fluxes to generate the D3-brane potential and the Yukawa interactions,

there are no additional abelian symmetries available in the UV which the IR R-symmetry

can mix with. Of course, in the IR, it is still possible that there could be some emergent

symmetries. This is possible, for example, if some of the Standard Model fields develop

an anomalous dimension. Then, the Yukawa couplings will become irrelevant in the IR as

they involve three fields. In this limit, it is as if the Yukawa couplings have been switched

off. It is therefore consistent to consider switching off the Yukawa couplings, but keeping

terms quadratic in the Zi’s as possible deformations. In this limit, there is an additional

set of U(1)Ψ symmetries which also mix with the infrared R-symmetry [37]:

RIR = RUV +

(
t

2
− 1

3

)
JN=2 − tT3 + u1U1 + u2U2 + uΨUΨ (B.9)

We now demand that the coupling ΨSM
R · OR is marginal in the infrared. This composite

operator is neutral under T3, and ΨSM
R is uncharged under JN=2. Hence, we obtain the

condition:

2 = RIR(Ψ
SM
R · OR) = 2− 2

(
t

2
− 1

3

)
+ uΨ (B.10)

or:

uΨ = t− 2

3
. (B.11)

In the infrared, the dimension of the Standard Model field is therefore:

∆IR(Ψ
SM
R ) =

3

2
t(1− T3(Ψ

SM
R )) =

3

2S2 + 2
(1− T3(Ψ

SM
R )) (B.12)

The exact value of S2 for the other modes is somewhat model dependent, and this choice

correlates with the value of the T3 charge. As computed in [37], the T3 charge of Hu is

typically zero or positive, so that HuOHu
is irrelevant, and Hu actually remains dimension

one in the infrared.

Let us now turn to some examples. Consider first a Z2 monodromy scenario with tilting
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parameter:

Φ =




1

Z2

∗
∗

∗




(B.13)

so that S2 = 1. In one choice of matter curve assignments, the T3 charges of the visible sector

and Standard Model fields are T3(5M) = T3(10M) = −1/2, while T3(5H) = T3(5H) = 0 [37].

This means that the Higgs fields retain their free field scaling dimensions in the infrared,

and the 5M and 10M attain scaling dimensions:

∆IR(5M) = ∆IR(10M) =
9

8
= 1.125 (B.14)

This is a small shift to the scaling dimensions.

Not all deformations by the Standard Model fields lead to such small deformations.

Consider a Z2 × Z2 monodromy scenario with tilting parameter:

Φ =




1

Z1 ∗
1

Z2 ∗
∗



. (B.15)

This is an interesting case to consider, because now, terms quadratic in both Z1 and Z2 will

be marginal in the infrared. In this case, S2 = 1 as before, and the T3 charge assignments

for the Standard Model fields are T3(5M) = T3(10M) = −1/2 and T3(5H) = −1 [37]. This

leads to scaling dimensions:

∆IR(5M) = ∆IR(10M) =
9

8
= 1.125 (B.16)

∆IR(5H) =
3

2
= 1.5. (B.17)

In this case, Hd mixes more strongly with the CFT. Hu remains dimension one in this

example.

The situation becomes more pronounced in a Dih4 monodromy scenario, where the
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tilting parameter is given as:

Φ =




1

1

1

Z1 Z2 ∗
∗



. (B.18)

In this case, we have S2 = 1, T3(5H) = −2, T3(10M) = T3(5H) = −3/2, and T3(5M) = 0.

Hence, 5M remains dimension one, and the other fields develop scaling dimensions:

∆IR(5H) =
9

4
= 2.25 (B.19)

∆IR(10M) = ∆IR(5H) =
15

8
= 1.875. (B.20)

which are significant deviations from the free field value.

Let us stress, however, that we can treat the quadratic mass terms in the Zi as a small

perturbation of the probe sector. This is a justified approximation because in the limit

in which we take all flavor seven-branes to be non-compact, so that 1/MGUT → ∞, the

flux induced superpotential is also diluted, and we can effectively ignore such deformations.

Also, such deformations break additional symmetries of the probe sector, so it is technically

natural for such perturbations to be small. Turning the issue around, we can use Wflux as a

way to tune the value of the parameter ν which controls the amount of baryon asymmetry

generated by the model.

C Kinetic Mixing at Strong Coupling

In this Appendix we discuss additional details of kinetic mixing with the hidden sector

U(1)D3 of the probe D3-brane. In contrast to many other scenarios considered in the

literature, here, the U(1)D3 gauge theory on the Coulomb branch of the D3-brane is strongly

coupled. As we have mentioned, this is due to the presence of electric and magnetic states

of comparable mass. Our discussion follows and extends that given in [33]. For additional

discussion of kinetic mixing, see for example [53–66].

For a single U(1) gauge theory, we write:

Leff =
1

8π
Im

∫
d2θ τWαWα (C.1)
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where in our conventions, the gauge coupling and theta angle are packaged together as:

τ =
4πi

g2
+

θ

2π
. (C.2)

Next consider the case of mixing in a U(1)n theory. In terms of superfields, this type of

mixing is conveniently expressed in terms of an n-component vector W i
α which couple to

each other through an n× n matrix of couplings τij :

Lmix =
1

8π
Im

∫
d2θτijWα

i Wαj (C.3)

where i, j = 1, ..., n index the various U(1) factors of the theory. The superfield gauge field

strengths Wα
i are chosen with respect to a particular convention for what is an electric state

and what is a magnetic state, which is a somewhat basis dependent statement. Fixing a

convention, we can expand out into component fields, yielding the couplings between the

field strengths:

Lmix ⊃ − 1

4g2ij
F µν
i Fjµν +

θij
32π2

F µν
i F̃jµν (C.4)

in the obvious notation. In general, we can move to another duality frame by apply-

ing a Sp(2n,Z) transformation. This acts on the 2n-component vector of field strengths

(F1, F̃1, ..., Fn, F̃n). Our conventions are that Sp(2,Z) ≃ SL(2,Z) is the duality group for a

single U(1). The actual duality group may be a modular subgroup of Sp(2n,Z), dictated by

the particular details of the theory. Let us note that the Dirac-Zwanziger-Schwinger quan-

tization condition basically amounts to the condition that for n U(1) gauge fields, there is a

2n dimensional lattice of electric and magnetic charges with half-integer valued symplectic

pairing. This can lead to interesting apparent violations of “charge quantization” if one

artificially restricts to a single U(1) factor of the theory (see for example [64,65] for related

discussion). Let us note that here we are considering the case of a gapless spectrum. After

the spectrum develops a mass gap, the remaining gapless modes can be treated by similar

means.

It is well-known that in the weakly coupled setting, such kinetic mixing is expected

from one loop corrections associated with matter fields which are charged under different

gauge group factors. It is also generic in many N = 2 theories at strong coupling. This is

basically because the N = 2 Seiberg-Witten curve is typically a curve of higher genus, and

the modular parameters of this curve determine the matrix of couplings τij .
15

Let us now turn to the specific probe/SM kinetic mixing terms of this paper. We

begin by discussing mixing in the UV theory. A significant complication for analyzing

15It is not, however, guaranteed that such mixing will occur. For example, it is known that the N = 2
theory of N D3-branes probing a D4 F-theory singularity has τij given by a diagonal matrix [100].
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such theories is that the D3-brane theory in the UV does not have a known Lagrangian

description. In the IR, however, we can work in terms of the low energy theory on the

Coulomb branch. For example, in the N = 2 supersymmetric theory, we can still discuss

Wα as associated with a descendant of the Coulomb branch parameter Z. Since Z has high

scaling dimension in the theories we are considering, the kinetic mixing is expected to be

small at the CFT breaking scale.

In the weakly coupled D4 probe theory, this is basically the statement that the U(1)D3 is

embedded inside SU(2)D3, and so the corresponding field strength must multiply a factor

of the adjoint valued ϕ in order to generate a non-zero SU(2)D3 invariant. There is an

additional complication in GUT theories, which is that in the UV, Wvis embeds inside of

SU(5)GUT . This means that GUT breaking effects must also be included in the UV to

generate such an operator. This sets a UV boundary condition that at the scale of CFT

breaking, we expect the kinetic mixing between the two sectors to be nearly zero.

Below the CFT breaking scale we can still expect non-trivial kinetic mixing to be gener-

ated. No symmetry principle forbids such mixing terms at low energies. For example, there

are various C and CP violating interactions such as Hu · OHu
and Hd · OHd

which explicitly

break SU(5)GUT and induce radiative corrections. One can check in weakly coupled toy

models that such effects generically lead to mixing between the different U(1) factors. Ba-

sically, the renormalization group evolution of the mixing term has UV boundary condition

set by the CFT breaking scale, and IR boundary condition set by the mass scale for the

various threshold particles running in the loop. Some of these particles running in the loop

are expected to be quite light, such as the Standard Model and 3− 7hid strings, while some

such as the 3 − 7vis are much closer to the CFT breaking scale. Here, the precise mass of

such states and the dependence on Kähler data becomes important. In general, we expect

a non-zero value for such mixing terms. Let us note that at strong coupling, there is little

penalty in having many internal U(1)D3 gauge bosons running in a loop diagram. It would

be interesting to perform an exact computation of such mixing terms.

In the absence of such a computation, we must instead rely on genericity arguments. In

terms of canonically normalized gauge field strengths, we expect:

Lmix ⊃ −1

4
F 2
vis −

1

4
F 2
hid +

θhidαhid

8π
FhidF̃hid +

κelec

2
FvisFhid +

κmag

2
FvisF̃hid (C.5)

where the κ mixing terms are expected to be of order:

κmix ∼
√
αvisαhid

4π
∼ 10−3 − 10−2. (C.6)

In practice we allow this parameter to be fit by various phenomenological considerations.

It would clearly be interesting to study this type of effect further.
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